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ABSTRACT

PRESERVATION, REVITALIZATION AND VALIDITY OF HOME MOVIES: DEAF
FOLKLIFE FILMS AS A CASE STUDY
Matthew L. Malzkuhn, Ph.D.
George Mason University, 2019
Dissertation Director: Dr. Debra Lattanzi Shutika

This research inquiry explored the workings of Home Movies of Deaf families as
artifacts of representation. These artifacts informed me plenty about the linguistic,
cultural, and self-identifying interests of Deaf people during the advent of home movie
making (1925) to the end of its silent era (1970’s). The home movies in my data
collection produced plenty of previously untapped information which afforded me a
direct frozen in history viewing of the context. I had the opportunity to examine different
interconnected parts including themes and values that emerged out of different private
family collections in order to make in-depth analysis on the dynamic process of folklife
films. These movies functioned as forms of media documenting the performance of deaf
people and the motives of the filmmakers for capturing different events and selfrepresentation. Furthermore, I was also afforded the added context of my viewership of
these artifacts and this will only increase in value when more deaf people begin to realize
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the historical and cultural significance of self-documentation. The ability to glean
empirical evidence from various collections required analyzing qualitative and
quantitative information by focusing on the general metadata of the collections and the
cultural meanings that manifested themselves through patterns found across six separate
collections. This offered me the opportunity to analyze the relationship between
filmmaking and performance of deaf people; on how their activities were documented
and shared. The historical narrative on deaf was also examined when I cross analyzed
different discourses and my data.

Additionally, this project reviewed the similarities and contrasts of how Deaf and
Hearing people utilize technology especially in the silent era of home moviemaking.
Summarily, my analysis of selected films offers researchers in Cultural Studies and Deaf
Studies the untapped threefold opportunities: to analyze sign language as text directly
from the source, to understand and further dissect the themes that are consistent across
collections, and finally, to discuss the aesthetic and literary qualities of such innovation.
The findings from my collection helped construct a list of six home movie unique genres;
narratives, travelogues, news, celebrations, activities, and creative. With these genres in
place to properly label specific footages, I was able to further uncover key themes that
focused on specific community and cultural values for producing these home movies;
material ownership, celebrations, presence in places, different sites of performance,
career, and performance/literature. It is my belief this will be a useful metadata tool for
future and sustained engagement with home movies of any kinds across different eras.

x

Finally, this project was able to spotlight and evaluate the lack of conversation about
deafness as disability as integral role in the daily experiences of deaf people. This is a
significant undertaking because these films can offer counter perspectives to the
historical and scholarship constructs of deaf people and their culture.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction
This research inquiry works to unlock and revitalize the historical value of Deafcreated home movies through increased preservation efforts to validate them as viable
artifacts worthy of academic study. Given the new technology during that time
(beginning in 1925), and the freedom and opportunity for deaf individuals (or families) to
develop their own movies, the opportunity was offered to me to further understand the
cultural activities through the deaf lens.

The formation of Cultural Studies occurred in the 1960’s when Richard Hoggart,
and later Stuart Hall, began to ask what the “working people” thought about their social
context and the behaviors that they engaged in that informed us about their ways of life.
In order to conduct cultural analysis, contextualization required more than just mere
textual or literary analysis. In order to understand culture and its “meaning” it is
necessary to place the “object” in various sites of tensions or discourses such as “social
structures, institutions, and relations” (Hall, 25). In order to engage in meaningful cultural
studies researches it became necessary to conduct what Hoggart termed as “close reading
to the sociological task of interpreting the lived meanings of a culture” (26). Hall’s
approach to cultural studies can be understood as this:
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“the vocation of cultural studies has been to enable people to understand what is
going on, and especially to provide ways of thinking, strategies for survival, and
resources for resistance to all those who are now… excluded from anything that
could be called access to national culture” (22).

This kind of approach and engagement in the cultural studies scope and paved the
way for many types of interdisciplinary researches conducted on different objects of
study and their relationship to the people’s ways of life. In order to understand the
essences of culture, and the embedded meanings, it is necessary to return to the people
themselves.

Now in this sense the task to examine the artifacts that were produced by deaf
themselves during the advent of home moviemaking was too important not to investigate
further. This project drew largely from the foundations of Folklore and Performance
Studies as a framework to analyze Deaf Home Movies as objects of study. Performance
as a means of representation and contestation, and in this case film as a space to
document and convey meanings, led to close readings of how the deaf experience was
manifested through their identities, actions, and values. By drawing on the tenets of
Cultural Studies it afforded me the opportunity to analyze Deaf people’s direct
participation in the mode of production through filmmaking and their physical existence.
This also contributed to a renewed understanding of the historical process in terms of
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deaf people of varying socioeconomic and educational backgrounds having a direct hand
in performing, producing and documenting their histories.

Purpose of this Project
The goal of this project is to shed new light on the previously untapped breadth of
cultural activity from the private space of the deaf individuals and their communities
through a quantitative and qualitative foundation which helped me locate and identify the
themes and values that came out of deaf people’s direct participation in the filmmaking
process. My reason for invoking the “unlocking” logic here is to pull these artifacts from
their resting places whether they were in attics, garages, and storage units among others. I
also should emphasize that “values” has specific meaning in this work. It is not moral
values I am talking about however these home movies may show instances of moral
ideas, but it is more of what they valued about their lives, about their personal (or
familial) possessions, and what they considered to be worthy of documentation. Anita
Cloete brought up the idea that “film could be viewed as an important medium for
meaning making… and therefore a complex and interesting relationship exists between
film, culture, ideology, and the audience” (1). This is what I will mean by values, the
objects and folklife that these deaf filmmakers set out to capture.

My preliminary evaluation of these collections has seen some key elements
emerge; material ownership, family celebrations, and oral narratives. By including these
elements, I was able to further understand the intentions of deaf filmmakers in engaging
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in such projects and how they blended mainstream cultural life with Deaf culture between
1920-1970.

This project also explored the performance context of visual storytelling as told
through deaf filmmakers’ eyes (lens). First, I examined messages related to material
culture as documented through film and what material objects deaf people chose to film
(i.e., ownership of houses, cars, land, and equipment). Through the documentation efforts
of deaf people of their cultural activities, I identified different common patterns of what
material ownership meant to deaf people. Among the questions that were asked were;
why are these moments and objects documented and what were their significance at that
time and in the present? Secondly, I analyzed the celebrations as shown through film. We
can now appreciate the importance of different lifecycle events because of the efforts of
the families and communities to capture them. Have analyzed these events, I addressed
the values and differences of deaf folk in terms of how they celebrated their own version
of the mainstream culture, including birthday parties, retirement celebrations, baptisms,
and others.

Finally, I analyzed deaf oral narratives that were conveyed. This allowed me to
evaluate specific genres of storytelling, such as travelogues, personal experience
narratives, jokes, or informative and creative performances, as told through sign language
to accurately express their cultural and artistic values. The reason why filmmakers chose
these narratives and how these stories offered in terms of deaf way of life were addressed.
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The above analyses helped with the central question for this project with the focus placed
on the mode of production and how identities and values were defined through
filmmakers’ direct participation. The questions that I had when I began this research were
addressed as they were manifested through the themes found inside the film and how they
were connected to the motives and values of filmmakers. The discoveries helped raise
more questions and potential investigations on the meaning of sign language as text and
how information was directly conveyed to viewers. The findings will hopefully enhance
the necessary support to increase preservation efforts by validating home movies as
viable objects of scholarly inquiry. The deeper meaning of what is “authentic” was
understood through appreciating and analyzing the direct participation of deaf people
themselves and by utilizing the lens of Cultural Studies and Performance Theory.
Bendix’s work on authenticity offers a nice analysis on the collective quests to find the
next authentic object or experience that end up becoming commodities. It is the
commodification of the authentic that gave many projects their idealistic bearings
whether they were for the right or wrong reasons. My intention here is to spotlight the
legacies of these independent deaf amateur filmmakers and to work towards reconnecting
their works to their families and communities.

My Research Questions and Method
My research premises as they stand were:
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1) What would these films tell me about the performance and representation of deaf
people and how their cultural values (or practices) are defined through their direct
participation in the mode of production,
2) How did the documentation of sign language during the period of silent films make
deaf home movies different than their hearing counterparts, and
3) What roles or presence does disability play in the movies when they are produced by
deaf people?

My method was largely combined using qualitative and quantitative methods,
which allowed me to connect the scientific focus that forms out of cataloguing of themes
and moments to a cultural one where the core of my interpretations found its fruits, hence
the focus on values and themes as representations of messages through the filmmakers
and their movies. In order to expand on the qualitative aspect of this project it was also
necessary to include the quantitative parts in order to make the proper connections
between patterns (volume) and their greater historical context.

To begin this project, I used my network as a deaf native of the community and
attended a Deaf Seniors of America conference in 2013 to collect surveys on home
movies as part of my research assistantship for Georgetown University. This was how I
came to acquire seven separate collections from families who wanted assistance in
converting them into digital copies and in exchange for my work, they agreed to let me
use their footage for this project. In all, I had roughly 4,000 hours’ worth of footage at my
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disposal so I decided to select Charles Krauel’s collection to build the research
framework for this project because he was the first known deaf amateur filmmaker, and it
is worth mentioning there is a short documentary about his work produced by Ted
Supalla.

With this foundation in place I selected five more deaf made family collections to
become part of my data as I wanted these collections to represent different spectrums
location and culture wise to provide this project with more depth. My method was then
used to organize the film metadata such as name, year, family name, location, etc. along
with the more performative nature of the themes and values which also were labeled and
organized into “genre” based categories. The level of organization that was required for
this project involved creating family or filmmaker-based collections and cross
referencing them to the themes established by the Krauel collection.

Developing a New Mode of Analysis
I want to emphasize the benefits of doing this preliminary inquiry was to justify a
refreshed approach for identifying values when it comes to cultural and language
documentation. What kind of values will be manifested, and through what means are they
shown, and how are they symbolized? We also need to know if we cross-reference
different sources of films will we find values unique to different communities or familial
units or will we find common values (or patterns)? By working with films, we can
directly observe the moments of people embedded in them. The approach I just proposed
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offers a potential opportunity to gain authentic and (oftentimes) unfiltered looks into their
cultural and language exchange made possible through film technology. It is necessary to
hash out the differences between the scripted and unscripted moments as the home movie
documentation process does require planning on the filmmakers’ part to consider what
moments they wanted to document. But at the same time, in the middle of documenting
different moments, there are plenty of room for unscripted moments to take shape
especially when there are multiple people involved and they were asked to make
comments about any instances of the context surrounding the people in the documented
moments. Home movies as private space productions offers viewers with two
opportunities; to evaluate what is scripted and what isn’t.

The value of the whole exploration into this field started with realizing its archival
value through preservation efforts, the revitalizing of the films by making them
accessible through digital mediums and validate them when community members are
able to once again engage with them. When we consider this type of undertaking it would
involve converting copies from 16mm/8mm/Super 8 to digital copies so they can be more
readily accessed and utilized. The increase in accessibility will only improve the potential
for collaboration with others on sharing, research, or preservation through the increase in
awareness. The impact this type of research brings to academia and the communities
would be measured by interdisciplinary inspired methods used to conduct research on
these artifacts. This is a valid way for different perspectives to reach its juxtaposition in
this case through a consistent method and increase in engagement.
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The Data Documentation Process
My approach here is threefold as I focused on the meaning of the home movie as
an artifact and its archival value, the methods used to conduct research on these artifacts,
and the scholarly interpretations and diffusion of knowledge gained from studying the
artifacts. I view the home movie as a cultural object and how it pertained to Deaf people
by looking at how such technology was utilized by individuals and groups that
contributed to the diversity of collections that currently exist around the world. In doing
this I established that these films document different aspects of Deaf folklife through the
unique presence of signed communication as documented on film, either through scripted
or unscripted approaches. I will quickly repeat here that scripted and unscripted moments
can be detected in any home movie as they all are a mixture of “scripted” or “preplanned”
moments and the random effects that end up being documented such as asking additional
people to comment or act roles, something they did not have time to prepare for.

Stuart Hall’s work with representation and the media, and his encoding/decoding
model can help shed some light on this new type of dynamic process I identified through
my close readings of the objects in this research project (Figure 1). Hall suggested a
“semiotic framework on communication studies, moving away from earlier stimulusresponse behaviorist models” (Shaw, 593) which focused on how viewers “decode”
messages that were originally encoded in its own way before breaking away from the
conformist model by introducing alternative views which tells us about the readers’
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experiences contrasting these of the “producers.” Hall (1990) went on toThis model I am
proposing is pretty straightforward in its function and relationship to other elements of
the process.

Figure 1
Created and developed by Matthew Malzkuhn

Figure 1 is a representation of the interconnected and dynamic process between
filmmakers, film as text, and viewers, which allowed me to build on pre-existing
concepts of the qualities that are involved through the physical existence of the object,
the embedded context, and how they were viewed and interpreted as.
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Significance of the Study
The point of working with home movies is to make sure the voices of many other
deaf people aren’t neglected or orphaned even. For many it would seem these artifacts
have been pushed out from the public collective consciousness, and this is especially true
for many deaf community members as they began to remember their experience or
memories related to home movie making whether it is direct or indirect. Historically the
majority of the deaf community has been long detached from the practiced methods of
documenting and reproducing their historical and cultural values, which can be attributed
to the elitist (hearing and deaf academics and organizational leaders) hold on establishing
definitions and diagnosis of what it means to be deaf. We need to keep in mind how
expensive it was to purchase a camera and film reels during the advent of home
moviemaking (1925-1970) film resources especially for the working/middle class folk.
Yet, it did not totally deter individuals during that time to become engaged in their own
documentation process. For this we have these hobbyist filmmakers to thank as we
expand our focus to be more inclusive of different experiences, varying motives, and
diverse backgrounds. The emergence of home moviemaking as viable objects of
scholarly study then took on a special and personal level for me as I had the opportunity
to discover my own family collection that belonged to my mother’s hearing parents who,
like many others, documented their ways of life between 1950’s-1970’s.
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The significance of this inquiry can be also understood as a way for us to gain
direct viewership into how the lives of individuals or collectives are represented or
performed. The Deaf community, minority worldwide communities of Deaf people who
exclusively use sign language to communicate, has long been marginalized, overlooked,
and rarely included in global historical milieus. Deaf filmmakers who recognized the
benefits of available visual technologies during their eras and utilized them should be
more than just acknowledged. Their work now gave us this opportunity, in the present, to
provide us with long forgotten resources to unlock new avenues in research and
community engagement. A new model for supporting the unlocking of deaf historical
artifacts (and those of their hearing counterparts) will certainly elevate the quality of deaf
related research as additional historical records are now being unveiled. This is a way to
justify how the documented cultural activities and events/moments can add to the Deaf
Epistemology.

Given the visual nature of sign language, Deaf folklife films should be examined
for their uniqueness through the inclusion of sign language on film. Sign language
effectively becomes text when it becomes embedded and frozen in time on film. The sign
texts supply us with plenty of additional contextual information that were obviously
lacking in films made by hearing producers without the assistance of printed information.
The presence of language affords us a renewed ability to understand the meaning of
performance and representation by deaf individuals as seen on film. With this
understanding we can perhaps now better appreciate the natural (and inevitable)
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relationship between sign language and visual technologies which started as a medium
for diffusion of information as early as 1910 when the National Association of the Deaf
(NAD) produced and distributed approximately twenty-two films between 1910-1920
covering different genres of narratives, literature, and knowledge
(http://hsldb.georgetown.edu/films/). A significant part of their mission was preserving
their sign language, their art of speaking, and contextual knowledge as the films were
shared with the Deaf throughout America. We need to consider how fortunate we are that
fourteen out of the original twenty-two in the collection was spared from destruction and
restored to be shareable.

The Table 1 you see below come with links to each film in the NAD film
collection and I took the liberty of classifying the genre for my readers so they can
benefit from understanding what kinds of genres were selected or included in the
collection as a whole. One of their aims was to offer different elocutionary styles that
were known and utilized by them in their day and as I investigated the content in depth I
was quite amazed at how much they appeared to be ahead of their time with these
productions.

Gallaudet Lecture Film Series by the National Association of the Deaf 1910-1920
(22 films made/14 currently surviving)
Table 1

Link, Title, Narrator, &
Year (and video length)
The Lorna Doone

Genre

Purpose

Translated Story

Translated storytelling of a book/story
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Country of Devonshire,
England,
Gallaudet, Edward
Miner, 1910 (15:05)
The Irishman’s Flea
McGregor, Robert P,
1912 (1:34)

Humorous metaphor of catching a flea akin to trying to
catch a talented oral deaf

Joke

The Lady and the Cake
McGregor, Robert P,
1912 (1:16)

Allegory

A parallelism of people wanting basic needs while elites
thought they were doing moral good and connecting it with
deaf and their educational and l needs

A Lay Sermon
McGregor, Robert P,
1913 (15:36)

Manifesto

A clever sermon-like manifesto of Deaf people’s purpose
and how we remain united worldwide

A Plea for a Statue of
Abbe de l’Epee in
America
Cloud, James, 1913
(5:19)

Persuasive Presentation

Making a case for honoring a pioneer in the field of deaf
education

An Address at the Tomb
of Garfield
Hubbard, Willis, 1913
(9:01)

Eulogy

Death of Minnehaha
Erd, Mary Williamson,
1913 (14:28)

Translated Poem

A eulogy honoring a President of the United States who
gave his final speech at Gallaudet University before passing
away

Translated English poem into ASL

Dom Pedro’s Visit to
Gallaudet College
Fay, Edward Allen, 1913
(5:16)

Historical/Informative

Reminiscing an emperor’s visit to Gallaudet

Memories of Old
Hartford
Hotchkiss, John B, 1913
(16:23)

Narrative of Personal
Experience

Hotchkiss narrating about his memories with the first deaf
teacher in America and describing his likeness

Preservation of the Sign
Language
Veditz, George W
(14:33)

Call to Attention

Veditz outlining the importance of preserving our language
through film and outlining purpose of this collection

The Discovery of
Chloroform
Dougherty, George T,
1913 (5:37)

Lab Report/Scientific
Presentation

Presenting in ASL the story behind the scientific discovery
of chloroform

Lincoln’s Gettysburg
Address
Fox, Thomas F, 1915
(10:32)

Translated Speech

ASL translation of Lincoln’s famous speech
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The Signing of the
Charter of Gallaudet
College
Draper, Amos G, 1915
(5:26)

History/Informative

Yankee Doodle
Marshall, Winfield E,
1920 (4:54)

Translated Song

Historical account of how Gallaudet College was
established and signed into law by Lincoln

Translated song of a famous American song

In Issue 4 of Deaf Studies Digital Journal, Ted Supalla co-published “Tracking
Our Sign Language Heritage,” with Fanny Limousin and myself which zeroed in on the
motivation and methods for documenting sign language. One significant excerpt which
was translated into English offered this about one of the master signers and his three
stories:
“The contributions of Robert McGregor are also important. McGregor’s three
films in the NAD lecture Series encompass 3 distinct topics, chosen to make a
particular point by this skilled sign language orator. In one film, McGregor
highlighted the societal conflict between the larger society and the Deaf
community. This conflict centered on the external notion of “what was good
for the deaf”— the need for the deaf to be “restored to society.” McGregor, in
an allegorical tale, likens the finding of such a magically “restored” speaking
deaf person to searching for an elusive flea. In his second film, he demonstrates
how the tale of Marie Antoinette’s infamous comment: “Let them eat cake”
illustrates how little the larger society understands the priorities of the Deaf
community and the importance of sign language in the community.
McGregor’s third lecture is a lay sermon on brotherhood, advocating the
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importance of solidarity and connection among mankind, regardless of external
differences. McGregor’s masterful films show the currency of Deaf people’s
knowledge of the world and, at the same time, advance the important
perspective of the Deaf community (Supalla, Malzkuhn, & Limousin 2014).

So, with this in mind, this is a collection of historical work intended for public
use, by key members of high education stature as most of them were either professors or
school administrators during their time. This captured the essence of what deaf
professionalism in terms of speaking or storytelling skills meant for the deaf elites in the
early part of the twentieth century.
Now we can turn our focus towards different bodies of work long considered
“less formal” and something coming out of the “grassroots” community who shared the
similar passions for documenting. Instead of the focus being on language use and its
politics, it takes a rarely explored look into the cultural activities and performances of
deaf people from within their private spaces.

Summary of Chapters
Chapter two of this project will review and address the existing literature
relevant to this project. To keep in mind, this is a particularly new field as there are
publications on this topic coming out within the past decade. I took this opportunity to
examine and cross reference leading home movie scholar Patricia Zimmerman in order to
set up my research focus. Chapter three will offer a detailed description of the methods
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I constructed for this project which I believe is the first of its kind. The chapter focuses
on how I came to acquire the films in my collection, and how I received permissions to
use them for this research. The chapter also will address how I combined qualitative and
quantitative methods to allow for the development of metadata in order to organize my
data so basic demographic information about the film along with the themes and values
can quickly be accessed and categorized. One of the objectives are to provide the lay
person or future researchers with a working method to get their own work started.

Chapter four is centered on the analysis of the data in my collection based on
the methodology I set forth in chapter three. The analysis will show how the structure
of my method allowed for a clean organization of what I was able to find in multiple
collections. This chapter also will address my research questions by going through my
data structure step by step. Finally, Chapter five goes beyond the results of my data and
how they can be of use for future research into deaf made home movies and to connect
this to different disciplines in scholarship. The chapter takes a bit more theoretical and
visual approach as I wanted to use this opportunity to show how the data can be applied
to a broader or specific analysis. The chapter also will also serve as a map for my
ongoing research ambitions related to deaf made home movies.

In all, this project has been longer than anticipated as I invested my time in
developing and fostering connections with the individuals or families that lent their
footages through workshops and lectures. The goal was to educate them about what they
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could have in their possession and what these films meant. The relationship I cultivated
played a long way in establishing trust between myself and the contributors. The high
minute total forced me to really work with the films and meticulously organize the data in
order to make them clear enough for myself, the contributors, and readers. In total, this
project has renewed me and given lots of credence to my assumptions about the untapped
themes and values in these home movies. This Georgetown University IRB approved
project and its findings also cemented my theories about how the lack of their inclusion
in the scholarship of Deaf Studies have allowed the field to be defined and argued
without including the deaf grassroots experience which offered a much-needed contrast
to deaf studies historical dependence on non-visual historical sources. It is my hope, and
with great interest, that this project will offer researchers, present and future, a new
avenue to be more inclusive of deaf experiences outside of the traditional academic and
institutional frameworks.
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CHAPTER TWO

This chapter will focus on different literature that pertains to this research project.
Given the relative newness of this undertaking whether it is deaf or mainstream related I
will go through the literature based on themes that were brought up in different works
and questions that pertains to my research premises. Among the themes are Deaf Folklife,
issues of authenticity, performance theory, amateur filmmaking, home movies, how to
work with home movies, home movie legitimization, methodological approaches, and
data processing. These topics supports the totality of this project by revisiting the
historical emergence of views related to home moviemaking and the more contemporary
approaches in working with home movies as data.

Background of the Inquiry
By working with themes that emerge from the motives and values of deaf
filmmakers, I was able to analyze whether the notion of disability plays a role in the daily
lives of deaf people as separated from the forum of scholarship and their historical
constructs on the meaning of disability. This interest in finding out more about the
possibility came from hours of converting and cataloguing films for different families. I
have noticed that there was practically no notion of disability mentioned in these films,
which offered an intriguing counter narrative to the existing literature, and consciousness
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of the deaf community that is usually centered on disability or advocacy in regard to their
educational and human rights. This investigation required an expanded understanding of
the constructs of deaf history and how the deaf experiences have come to be defined
through different publications and diffusion of information.

The Deaf Folklife and Issues of Authenticity
The deaf folklife or folklore is a field that has long been researched, defined, and
disseminated. Many deaf studies texts and studies have long relied on the information
brought forth by scholars. Some were deaf but most largely were hearing and from
outside the deaf community. Some of the better-known texts such as A Place of their
Own and Deaf History Unveiled (1989 and 1993) were centered around the educational
aspects of the deaf community, a key area for knowledge exchange and development of
methodologies. What most of them lacked were the “folkloric” aspects of the deaf
experience, something distinctly different than what existing information tells us of. A
Study of American Deaf Folklore (1993) was one of the only texts on American Deaf
Folklore around, a dissertation project by Susan Rutherford. Rutherford cited Baker and
Padden in defining the American Deaf Community as “a group of deaf and hard of
hearing individuals who share a common language and culture “(1). She went on to
explain that deaf folk identified and considered themselves as members of the deaf
community depended on their usage of sign language. How they represented their values
were manifested through their “85-95 percent endogamous marriage rate” and “the
existence of a formal societal structure from within the culture” (2). While the book was
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groundbreaking in a sense, it still lacked to a degree an authentic feeling of the deaf
community and the folk. The focus was centered on stories and jokes known in the deaf
community and the folkloric aspect of the research was more linguistic based and said
little about their cultural activities.

The study of folklore emerged in the eighteenth century, and grew in the
nineteenth century, as it was derived from the German word “Volkskunde” and grew out
of what Bauman (1992) calls “a unified vision of language, culture, literature, and
ideology in service of romantic nationalism” (29). Bauman explained how “tradition”
holds an important role in folkloric scholarship and it can be underscored in Bendix’s In
Search of Authenticity (1997) when she spoke of our notion of what is authentic as it is
“oriented toward the recovery of an essence whose loss has been realized only through
modernity, and whose recovery is feasible through methods and sentiments created in
modernity” (8). One of the key issues Bendix addressed that gave this project its bearings
and professional obligation is how the “transformation from felt or experienced
authenticity to its textual and material representation harbors a basic paradox” (8). Most
of the deaf experience thus so far have been replicated and/or explained through text as I
explained earlier. Rutherford (1993) asked this question, “How do we really find the soul
of a people and learn what they as a group are about?” (15). In justifying her arguments,
Rutherford cited deaf humor and jokes as a “metaphor of deaf experience” and
potentially something one could trace the spirit of the deaf folk. This is yet another
example of academia’s banal overreliance on replicated texts or stories something
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Bendix (1997) addressed on authenticity. Bendix spoke of authenticity and
commodification, something Walter Benjamin wrote about in the mid twentieth century,
“precisely because authenticity cannot be reproduced, the arrival of certain techniques of
reproduction has provided the means to differentiate levels of authenticity” (6).

Jan Harold Brunvand in his robust book on the Study of American Folklore
(1998), attempted to describe the issues surrounding the folklore field as there have been
pushes in this discipline to rebrand itself in the face of increasing practice of
professionals’ “inventions and writings.'' He suggested a new paradigm that see “folklife”
demanding more consideration which allow scholars to go beyond the notion that
“folklore is what folklorists study” (7). For Brunvand, historically folklorists tend to
“emphasize the lore, often taking a literary approach to the recorded texts of verbal
traditions” however a new shift is enabling a “from the social-science point of view” that
emphasized the folk more. For home movies which were produced by the folk for various
purposes that inspired them to engage in this creative mode of storytelling or
documentation, it also affords the researcher a “closed” or “private space” looks into the
“life” aspect of the folk. Brunvald offered a fine set of criteria for folkloric research
approach by hoping to answer the following questions: “definition, classification, source,
origin, transmission, variation, structure, function, purpose/meaning, and use/application”
(25). Coincidentally, I have not really considered these questions when I started this
research project however being engaged with my artifacts required me to consider these
questions which prompted me to formulate my method. After cross referencing the
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questions to my method it is safe to say this project have attempted to cover all the posed
questions.

In rare circumstances were the deaf folk represented and reflected through natural
environments and language use. Bauman (1977) stated that there is shared interest in the
“aesthetic dimension of social and cultural life in human communities as manifested
through the use of language” (3). The Bauman conception of “verbal art” is a useful point
of reference when we consider the “artistic event” which involved some basic criteria
such as performers, form, audience, and setting as “a doing of folklore” (4). Finnegan
(1992), like Bauman, cited Hymes who pioneered the “ethnography of speaking” by
emphasizing the importance of language use or communication in “actual social settings”
instead of as understood through previously held beliefs and takes a closer look at
“cultural symbols and social interaction” (43).

Understanding language use and what they represent in actual settings is an
important guiding light as deaf folklife needed to be examined and redefined through
their own actual spatial and temporal environment. With objects like home movies it is
possible to be bolder and once again invoke the imagination of what is authentic through
closer look at filmic texts which retains the time, place, activities, and language use of
people in their time of history. The emergence of home movies in the early 1920’s
affords me the opportunity to thoroughly examine the cultural activities and messages
documented by the deaf folk within their own communities and independent of external
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motivations. These films have a two-folk purpose which is to document the everyday
life in the deaf community or their private spaces (i.e., like any home movie) and
also to document deaf folk culture.

Performance Theory Revisited
Richard Schechner (1988), one of the leading Performance Theorists, remarked
that many academic disciplines are taking a departure from looking at objects of study as
“finished products” but “toward examining the whole performance sequence; training,
workshop, rehearsal, warm-up, performance, cool-down and aftermath” (324). He went
on to explain that performance isn’t only about “time and space” but it reaches beyond
the constructed “boundaries.” Schechner spent quite a considerable amount of time
breaking down the qualities of theater, film, and other performance based mediums and
can be understood as analyses of the separation of theater or formalized means of
expressions from these he called “play or ritual” (15). Ronald Pelias (1992) zeroed on
what he called the central interest of performance studies as “the process of dialogic
engagement with one’s own and others’ aesthetic communication through means of
performance” (15). One important claim he made was about how performance is used as
a “way of knowing rather as an artifact or product... (and) work in order to make
experience intelligible” (21). I believe this is central to filmmaking of home movies
where producers or even performers share their scripted or unscripted experience or
knowledge through textualizing the specific scene and language being used to convey the
messages. This is a good place to sort out the scripted and unscripted aspect of home
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moviemaking. It has long been agreed in cinema studies that all productions are scripted
for the right reasons given the “professional” nature of filmmaking and the planning that
went with it. Some similar characteristics were true for home movies especially when the
intention was production for dissemination. I will elaborate more on which collections
had scripted or unscripted moments in Chapter 4. However, I wanted to make this clam
here that many home movies has unscripted qualities that can be found through different
random moments that were captured at a site, or through the signing/comments of
different people who were filmed. Many of these moments were not planned and only
prompted when people realize they were being filmed.

Performance Studies can be afforded to what Barbara Kishenblatt-Gimblett
(1999) said about performance studies being more than the “sum of its inclusions.” What
she meant by this is performance studies commitment not to partition out the varying
“objects of study” but remain committed to studying them in their totality. For
Kishenblatt-Gimblett “Performance Studies encompasses not only the most valorized, but
also least valued, cultural forms within these hierarchies” (1999) and for this she is
correct. The importance of allowing the object of one’s research to present a set of
methodological or theoretical challenges when they are being examined cannot be
emphasized enough. The deaf made films in my data collection (and other collections
worldwide) allows me to analyze the “texts” (such as what is being said) and the
performances (including the film and its context) at the same time. Kishenblatt-Gimblett
noted that all modalities are in play where performances are concerned thus giving me
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plenty of wiggle room to suggest the inclusion of sign language on film as a form of
performance, the action and language, frozen in time from within its natural environment.

Victor Turner, often credited for pioneering the field of performance studies,
through combining the anthropology and performance into an intertwined field. By
combining the humanities and social science, Turner (1988) was able to note that there
was a “noticeable shift in theoretical emphasis in recent years from structure to process,
from competence to performance, from the logics of cultural and social systems to the
dialectics of socio-cultural processes” (21). He argued that scholars have been centered
around the ethnography of speaking, the treatment of language use, instead of the larger
socio-cultural processes which this shift will empower the inclusion of studying
communication in the social life context. Turner considered “drama and film as
collaborative social performative systems” which I believe speaks well to the
relationship between the producer and his or her home movies. While I have found no
evidence of Turner speaking about home movies, I believe he would endorse this
approach in looking at these social context rich artifacts. He may as well have spoken
about this when he discussed his wishes of a “liberated anthropology” which he defined
as “free from certain prejudices that have become distinctive features of the literary genre
known as anthropological works” (72). He explained this as a habit within the field to
canonize literary works and to be labeled as “cultural patterns” and by making a
postmodern theoretical shift, scholars should be able to engage in a much more profound
and total way of examining and interpreting their objects of study.
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On the Emergence of Amateur Filmmaking and Home Movies
When the development of handheld devices in 1923-1925 such as the Cine-Kodak
model or the Bell & Howell’s Filmo, which became available, it initiated a new era of
how visual information can be recorded and/or documented through individual amateurs
or hobbyists. The emergence of cinema as a site of pleasure and leisure contributed to the
increased interest in home moviemaking during the early periods of its conception also
echoed by Nicholson (2012) in her book as a hobby inspired by people’s innate instinct
for creating aesthetic based products that reflects their intellect, social positions and
cultural behaviors (Amateur Film, p. 4). Nicholson went on to her describe amateur
filmmaking as covering different kinds of “arenas” whether they are home and family
life, short stories, filming as art, and productions related to organizations, clubs or
competitions (14).

Furthermore, Nicholson discussed several work and perspectives that occurred
outside of the field of film studies such as history and geography. Different scholars
attempted to explore the deeper meaning and purposes of “home movie-making” thus
elevating different theoretical discourses about the subject of amateurism and film, and
their historical values in terms of representation and as archival objects (or artifacts).
Zimmerman (2008), as a leading pioneer in this field addressed several significant
questions in terms of value of looking at home movies as objects, and as artifacts. The
question about how we can make connections between “film history” and “social history”
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was asked by analyzing the types of films existed and what they represented through
“evidence” they retained, and “how they construct historical knowledge.” These types of
questions pushed me towards considering the totality of how these artifacts produce
meaning, as text, or how they are conveyed through the lens of the filmmaker. Moran
(2002) highlighted how the home mode “privatize public texts as personal memories for
their invested participants (which) motivates the impulse for reunion specials” (148). The
reactions, memories and experiences as told through viewership surely will allow for
more multilayered interpretations to be made through future research.

When I considered the general acceptance of amateur films, or home movies, as
valid artifacts for interpretation I was empowered start to consider what types of home
movies exist and in which cultures they are part of. Mining the Home Movie (2008)
afforded me a nice range of what kind of home movies currently existed and with that the
opportunity was there for me to push knowledge a step further by recognizing the
existence of home movies that were produced and shared amongst Deaf people. My
objective was to apply similar methods to Deaf home movies after addressing similar
earlier questions about the validity of said artifacts. The inclusion of the Deaf
perspective, especially these who use sign language, offers new layers about a culture
that have seen scrutiny and been underrepresented on many fronts. These artifacts offered
me varying ways to analyze the experiences, memories, representations and creativeness.
As a small cultural community within a mainstream culture the values in these films
alternatively mirrored the mainstream values all while retaining its uniqueness. The
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perspectives of deaf filmmakers through the identification of their values and motives
certainly served as assets to the growing scholarship on home movies.

Unlocking the Home Movies
For a long time now such films in different collections have been underutilized by
their own people/communities and even by researchers/academicians who conducted
various types of research under the humanities field. When I talk about “Folklife films”
in this sense I mean any type of film, historical or contemporary, made by individuals,
families, organizations, and communities especially on an amateur level. Home movies, a
private space extension of folklife films, are also another name to call these artifacts.

When we consider home movies it is important to include technical information
about these artifacts and how they were produced. The year 1923 saw introductions of
different models of handheld motion picture cameras that were available for consumer
purchase which jump started the home moving interests (Supalla 1991). The first film
available on the market was 16mm films and then the smaller and thinner 8mm films
emerged in the subsequent decades. Color film started to be available after 1935 and it
wasn’t until 1973 that soundtrack was produced on films themselves (Link 2011). The
additions of microphones on recording devices enabled filmmakers to add sound to their
home movies. So, with that in mind, between 1923-1973 home movies have largely been
collections of black and white or color silent films.
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Roger Odin (2014) discussed extensively about home movies and the mode of
communication (or lack thereof) that came with the medium and practice. Odin was
interested in the practice as it “manifests itself in the communication space of familial
memory… through creating connections between the present and the past, memory is the
element that ensures internal cohesion of the family unit (15). Odin made a distinct
separation regarding the private and intimate mode in home movies by categorizing the
former as a mode of “reminiscing” with the latter being situated within the self, and the
“interior dialogue” (17). For Odin, the space of communication as created by the
existence of home movies and the individual spirit in reproducing or “textualizing” their
memories, was a central concept to evaluating the quality and value of such engagement.

Tepperman in Amateur Cinema 1923-1960: The Rise of North American
Moviemaking explained that the motivation for families and friends have been long
coming and “predated the rise of amateur cinema… (and) capacity to communicate visual
information in new ways, in effect pointing to its social role” (171-172). Instead of
snapshots, families and friends, deaf or hearing, were able to create documentaries or
aesthetically pleasing products for themselves to enjoy or preserve. Tepperman also
stressed that this enterprise was important because it allowed the middle class to partake
in creative projects which in turn represent moviemaking as “a habitual activity and an art
form that was woven into quotidian experience” (174).
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Renewed Ways to Work with Home Movies
Zimmerman explained that she asks her “readers to turn their thinking about
cinema inside out, to reverse these popular-culture assumptions about home movies by
starting with home movies as a visual practice emerging out of dispersed, localized, and
often minoritized cultures, not a practice imposed on them” (p. 1). This is an integral
value of home movies as artifacts as they are creative or visual-textual byproducts of
people who created them and widely accepted by scholars since “they are all interested in
the theoretical and practical problematics of home movies as artifacts that require mining,
excavation, exhumation, reprocessing, and reconsideration” (Zimmerman, 5).
Furthermore, Szczelkun reminded us of this, “In spite of the general recognition of the
importance of film to oral history, very little analysis has yet been made of the home
movies now in public archives” (p. 94).

First let's take a look at the Recovering Voices mission to better understand the
purpose of this undertaking. The Recovering Voices mission is to “collaborate with
communities worldwide to sustain and celebrate linguistic and cultural diversity,”
(https://naturalhistory.si.edu/) which also lists four activities that also drives this
particular project- Methodology, Community collaboration, Outreach, and Capacity and
Alignment. Their methodology was driven by several key areas starting with developing
and conducting interdisciplinary research “by linking collections with fieldwork on
language, knowledge, and cultural practices” which afforded us the luxury of knowing
that there are multifaceted approaches to working with home movies. Secondly, “multi-
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sited and comparative ethnography” afforded research the opportunity to explore and
manifest the relationships and/or exceptionalities of different collections. With this
approach, the multi-sited part can be attributed to two things: 1) the nature of different
collections from families to families or communities to communities around the country
and worldwide, and 2) the ranges of information and content being documented on film.
They enabled me to analyze many different historical moments through a single
mechanism. Finally, by “investigating intergenerational knowledge and intergenerational
dynamics” the project is able to generate “knowledge” across collections and to
“connect” them to communities, thus giving them stakes in these artifacts and
“outcomes” (Smithsonian Recovering Voices Project).

The second and third vision of the project, community collaboration and outreach,
is closely intertwined as they promote and enhances the relationship between the artifacts
at their disposal and the communities with connection to them and as a result,
connections are increased through “discourse around the value of language, knowledge,
and culture.” Finally, the project sees itself as ever evolving through the acquisition of
knowledge and experience in working with artifacts, stakeholders and researchers, which
advances the impact of this particular research. This is among the essence of the
emerging attention on the concept of deaf epistemology- to bring to fruition an
opportunity to develop theory and conduct practical research by applying different
discussion threads through hands on approaches.
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Further Home Movie Legitimization Efforts
In addition to the Recovering Voices project, the Library of Congress (LOC) has
recognized the value of home movies and supported several initiatives to preserve various
forms of audio/visual collections. The US Congress, in recognizance of the value,
established the National Film Preservation Board, whose mission is “to ensure the
survival, conservation and increased public availability of America's film heritage” and to
advise the LOC on different progresses. Additionally, there are support and contributions
from various interest groups, in establishing the Center for Home Movies, whose
objective is to “transform the way people think about home movies by providing the
means to discover, celebrate, and preserve them as cultural heritage,” a recurring topic of
interest among different entities that share the same passion
(http://www.centerforhomemovies.org/).

According to Szczelkun, the home movie is “an ethnographic record, with the
crucial difference that they are unscripted self-representations” (p. 95) which adds to the
intrigue of further understanding the overall usability and representation of these artifacts
and from within smaller cultural or communal units. Szczelkun noted that many amateur
films were “denigrated by film writers of the time as substandard, worthless, and
unwatchable” (95). The attitude of the professional cinema community seemed to be
unified at this time regarding their position on the value of the home movie. Szczelkun,
like Zimmerman, have gone lengths to communicate the value of these artifacts.
Szczelkun noted Dan Snipe in pointing out “the presentation of oral history on video has
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the advantage of closer to the actual performance of oral communication” (98). For this
he encourages access to these artifacts through digital means and when there is access it
“could be a rich new field of reference for the oral historian” and to add to that, many
other disciplines as well (98). According to Zimmerman the “visualities of amateur films
figure as a continual enfolding of text into context and bodies into text”, which further
recognized the potential for “reading” of films (286). The information was recorded and
documented, and its textual function occurs when they are viewed. There were several
existing levels of readings that occurred, one explained by Odin when discussing the
construction of the text by focusing on “meaning and affect” and “context” (255-56). The
focus of meaning and affect in this particular mode looked at different qualities and
aspects that I saw in different films such as people, the scenes, the scenery, and the types
of performances to mention a few. For Odin it is more than simply locating the meanings
but in locating what he called “affect” when there were interactions involved in the
production of a said object. He looked at different modes of production that were
involved with home movie making; spectacular, fictionalizing, fabulizing, documentarist,
argumentative/persuasive, energetic, and the private (255). These modes offer people
who want to engage themselves with these artifacts further considerations about the
“affect” of the relationship between the movie and the spectator. The contextual mode
pointed out “the main determinations ruling the production of meaning and affect”
meaning that additional knowledge about the film itself was acquired through the viewers
themselves to add more context to the movies. (Mining the Home Movie, 256).
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The second process involved the filmmaker and his/her motive for documenting
moments that became permanently embedded in its own historical material. This is a
“through one’s lens” process that combine information and storytelling to produce a work
of art. A PBS production titled History Through Deaf Eyes mirrored this concept of
seeing through their creators’ attempts at defining the deaf experience. This process was
especially important and equally telling for me because regardless of whether the intent is
good or bad their object allow us to examine the “motives” and “values” of a filmmaker.
Bauman offered this about assuring the authenticity of oral literary texts; “a performancecentered conception of verbal art calls for an approach through performance itself” as
“the formal manipulation of linguistic features (or information) is secondary to the nature
of performance” (8-9). This is an approach that orients the researcher attention towards
the performer and his performance rather looking at what was documented about the
performance. Authenticity for me is in no way and means a finality of what is real or
what is considered original. It is extremely difficult to really locate and accept what is
authentic especially in a world with varying motivations. Bendix broached this theme by
stating that “the ideal of authenticity has over time increasingly intertwined
sociopolitical, aesthetic, and moral aspects with market concerns” (104). There are
external pressures, whether if they are economic or political or cultural, to locate sources
or objects that can be beneficial, not necessarily for the these involved in the point of
origin but for these who saw opportunity beyond the basic community and cultural
exchange.
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The viewer or participant was the third leg of this process of reading film, a
popular method used in academics and partially elaborated by Odin, in the Sassurean
tradition, “film semiology focuses on the filmic text (and) when semiology accounts for
the spectator, the spectator is constructed by the film” (255). The Recovering Voices
Project utilized this exact method by acquiring information from the “participants” when
they communicated their knowledge or experiences about objects, moments, or
memories. This process added to the context of the film especially when information
acquired from the text was limited. This is the reading of the filmic text, and the viewers’
knowledge was conveyed, either individually or communally, to researchers. It also
speaks to the experiences of the participants as opposed to the experiences as manifested
through the films making it a dual type of process- the recorded moments/experiences
and how they are read and interpreted by viewers whether they are members of the
community or outsiders.

Different Approaches Revisited
Odin (2008) suggested a methodology of his own called the semio-pragmatic
model, which looked at different modes of producing meaning and affect, and then the
contextual meaning of their messages as interpreted and conveyed by the
“documentarist.” But interestingly, at least to me as a deaf researcher, Odin offered that
“the home movie does not communicate... instead it invites us to use a double process of
remembering” which he categorized as collective and individual (p. 259). For Odin that
meant the role of the viewer (as individuals or groups) plays a key role in supplying
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information about events on film in addition to what can be viewed and interpreted. From
a methodical perspective, the process offered by Odin seems dependent on the
remembering of people with historical connections to the objects and their abilities to add
further meaning. What I can consider with home movies is the embedded messages not
just through the images and performance but also through sign language in its textualized
form on film.

With that, I need to truly consider the meaning of communication in this context
as it is long accepted that the communicating process consist of language exchange which
is true in its utmost sense however what Odin failed to realize is the natural relationship
between sign language and film as a mode of documentation or “text making.” In home
movies produced by Deaf people there are constant features of language use either
conveyed on the film as text itself through conversations recorded between people or
there are actual messages being distributed by “actors” to familiar or unfamiliar
audiences. The notion of the written text as a power mechanism is being put to test, and
open for critique, when I consider the inherent existence of communication and language,
a point Zimmerman made, “these critical areas gave underscored how conventional
history-writing reproduces the power relations of the testimonies, documents, and
archives it cannibalizes” (19-20). This invited me to reevaluate the integrity of
historicized information, through the interpretation and translation of language that exists
outside of what is its own.
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More importantly Zimmerman stated that a new paradigm can be introduced in
looking at how “they have impelled historians to move not only towards analyzing
documents, but toward creating and finding new archival sites” (19). Now there is a
balance between building an archival collection of home movies and how the evidence,
as presented, can be analyzed by looking at its “gaps, fissures, silences, vacancies,
elisions” and as a whole “home movies offer a still emerging, yet to be congealed,
constantly expanding historical archive of imagery and imaginaries” (20).

The ongoing exploration on the uniqueness of home movies placed the filmmaker
documenting events through one’s lens in the first person, which provided me the
opportunity to further examine the “issues of identity, culture, history, politics, and
memory from the point of view of images made outside the dominant channels of
representation,” which offers a variation of “auto-ethnography” being conducted visually
(20). Zimmerman continued on by explaining that home movies acts dually as a “cinema
of recovery and memory” which in turn plays a dual role in the nature of research- in
benefiting the researchers in further cementing the value of empirical data from sources
yet to be realized and to allow interest groups to be re-engaged in their own histories.
Perhaps less attention can finally be directed towards the question of stake holding as
both parties has this potential to benefit from the growth of such archive and the sharing
of knowledge that is to come. Naturally some questions would remain such as the issue of
privacy and stewardship however that can be improved upon or resolved when revisiting
the issues of ethics among others.
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In terms of information derived from the objects Szczelkun mentioned a similar
concept about how information regarding home movies were shared amongst viewers
when he remarked that “running commentary on the footage shown” and “reinforcing its
communality through vocalised recognition of those on screen” which speaks to the
“silent” nature of these movies and the need for external information to be offered to add
to the visual content (p. 97). Having said this, I return to Odin’s notion that
communication does not exist but in actuality it does through direct or indirect means.
The documenting of an event or a narrative occurs, with preparation or without, affording
us varying angles into the inner workings of a culture that communicates in the visual
modality that naturally finds film as the perfect medium to “provide visions of history
and culture that would otherwise go unseen and unknown by the general public” as
Zimmerman suggested (22). The role of the Recovering Voices project shares the same
mission to develop and foster collaboration between the community and research through
collections and sharing of knowledge. The occurrence of such exchange is not entirely
limited to indigenous people but also people who have called what I call the “concept of
home” their home as well. The opportunity to realize the benefits of sign language as
documented through home movies and communicated in its totality most certainly will
add to this growing area of interest, and to challenge notions of how communication
occurs and can be documented.
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Stuart Hall’s encoding and decoding model can also be of good use for this
project and its approaches. With encoding it can be understood as “messages” being
produced (or in film’s case, published or documented) in order for the audience to
understand the meanings of what were produced or embedded. The decoding aspect
focuses on the how the “audience” reads the messages, in interpreting and retelling them.
Hall, according to Shaw, states there are three different ways the “audience members
might decode any given message” (593). The three approaches can be understood as:

1) Readers or audience may understand the message in the same way it was
originally documented.
2) A combination of readings that caters to the audiences or enables them to
disagree.
3) An oppositional understanding of the message, a full contrast of the meaning
originally intended by the creator.

This kind of approach can be useful in formatting different theoretical and
practical approaches to the reading of films and the embedded context. To keep this in
mind, Hall’s proposed model came out of his intention to analyze the messages produced
by the mass media and how audiences came to acquire their versions of meanings after
consumption. This kind of approach may differ a bit with home movies as they were not
originally intended for the same kind of mass distribution or use however the approach
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possess enough significant foundations to utilize and customize to make sense given the
type of objects are intended to be analyzed.

The Advent of Deaf Home Movies and Data Processing
The first foray into the domain of deaf-made home movies was done by Ted Supalla
(1991) when he addressed the need for “collecting and preserving the unwritten historical
record of deaf people by describing several critical aspects of preservation and
dissemination of historical film materials made by deaf individuals” (73). Supalla was
rather thorough about his method, which I definitely incorporated as I constructed my
current method. One of the central focus of his article was to look at a system that would
allow to index and catalog various films and make them accessible. Supalla provided
ample background information about the role of cinema in the American society and
eventually in the deaf community. One of the important points he raised about the
potential for what the home movies could possess which takes a look into their active
social life and the value of being independent citizens (74). Supalla offered three criteria
for establishing such folklife film library:

1. Make an inventory of the old films already acquired by various archives and then
make contacts with various organizations and individuals to locate more films.
2. Provide technical advice so that these films would be properly preserved at the
archives through the restoration and storage procedures suggested by the
International Federation of Film Archives.
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3. Included also are work facilities permitting review, selection, and preparation of
data from the films. (76).

In order to execute this vision, Supalla found an ideal project to “demonstrate” how
his idea would work with the footage of the earliest known deaf amateur filmmakers,
Charles Krauel and Charles Yanzito of Chicago. While tapping into the Krauel/Yanzito
footage, Supalla used this format with computer programming (present and future) in
mind by ensuring filmmaker names, film date, video length, cinematographic
information, film location, message content, subject type, subject name, activity type, and
signing which was formatted from the standard set by Deaf Heritage (Gannon 1981, 7980). With the cataloguing of the footage done, Supalla was able to successfully produce
and publish a documentary titled Charles Krauel: A Profile of a Deaf Filmmaker, which
is the only documentary on deaf made home movies to this day.

In addition to the documentary, Supalla wrote an unpublished manuscript which he
was shared with me that covered the documentary in detail. The manuscript covered the
background of Charles Krauel who was 90 years old when a 30-year-old Supalla
interviewed him in 1980. Among the areas covered were his filmmaking journeys,
education and technology, his culture, his literature, his language, and his travels. Supalla
made a case about motion picture technology as a technological innovation in human
communication and how deaf people like Krauel saw that as an opportunity by
“documenting on film the successes of deaf community members and the beauty of their
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shared language (and) the acceptance of this cultural definition” (27). One interesting
issue Supalla brought up was remarking about how it was “unclear how much Charles
Krauel knew of NAD’s efforts in preserving sign language on film… (and) responded
that he did not remember seeing any of the films” which for me reflected the point of
departure between the institutionalized aspect of deaf community which usually is
centered around education and the deaf grassroots experience. It is my hope that this
project will address the lesser known part of the deaf community, something that we
could call “orphaned” to stay with the spirit of the biannual NYU Orphan Film
Symposium mission which is to uncover, rediscover, and re-disseminate these longforgotten artifacts. This project aims to do the same.

The literature that I went through for this chapter are all fine starting places to
connect different external sources to the motives and values of deaf filmmakers as they
engaged in home movie making activities from within their private or public spaces.
Additionally, these bodies of work offered different methodical and analytic frameworks
for these who are interested in engaging in this type of scholarly pursuit. To conclude this
chapter, I wanted to state that it is my hope this project will essentially be a new starting
place for future interest and research on deaf made folklife films.
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CHAPTER THREE

This chapter establishes and put forth my methodology for conducting this
research project. The need for developing a new or revising previously used cataloguing
methods was imperative to allow the data (including metadata) to be processed in
organized ways and to allow for multi-disciplinary fields to utilize this approach in order
to collect data that could “speak” for themselves. In this chapter I explained the process
of conducting preliminary investigations in order to get this project started by tapping
into my own deaf community networks starting with deaf senior citizens. Their
familiarity about and direct engagement with home movies validated the need for this
project to take form. The rest of the chapter addresses the combined methods (qualitative
and quantitative) I used to build a system to catalogue films that were shared with me.

Treatment of the Inquiry
In this case adding to Deaf epistemology, from a cultural angle that forms out of
deaf people’s daily activities as documented on film, will depend on the methods used
and types of interpretation being made of these artifacts. Deaf epistemology in this case
means establishing the proper conditions for knowledge and how knowledge is justified.
It attempts to bring into question different preexisting knowledge and imaginations about
the meanings and experiences of being deaf. The goal is to reorient how the deaf
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community and their scholarship have traditionally depended on as sources. The
inclusion of deaf centered experiences and languages as forms of documented texts
brings into focus a new way to conduct social research on deaf people. In referring to the
idea of becoming more interdisciplinary, George Marcus discussed a new method in
conducting ethnographic research called “multi-sited ethnography” which was a
“response to empirical changes in the world and therefore to transformed locations of
cultural production (and) empirically following the thread of cultural process itself” (97).
To treat research on home movies, or collections, as a multi-sited approach affords us
opportunities to across analyze artifacts, not in a single-world sense but to allow for
comparison when “questions to an emergent object of study whose contours, sites, and
relationships are not known beforehand, but are themselves a contribution of making an
account that has different, complexly connected real-world sites of investigation” (102).

To remain centered around harvesting groupings of qualitative and quantitative
data it affords me the ability to develop a database that can be referenced for various
purposes but with keeping the multi-sited approach in mind as supported by Marcus’ in
discussing the work of film in ethnographic research; “production, on the one hand, and
on the reception of such productions, on the other... these two functions have been
encompassed and related to each other within the frame of individual projects of
research” (103). This highlights the relationship between the text and the viewer, which is
an integral component of conducting “thick description” when additional communication
or reflection is supplemented towards the object in question.
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Understanding the Value of Deaf Home Movies

Figure 2
Created by Matthew Malzkuhn

In order to understand the value and level of awareness regarding Home Movies I
had to talk with people in order to see what information I can get and what leads I would
be able to gain. The Deaf Seniors of America Conference in Baltimore, MD was hosted
in 2013 so the project Principal Investigator, Dr. Ted Supalla, and I decided to set up a
booth with all the information about our project and to meet Deaf seniors who could be
interested in talking about home movies. Our visit to the conference was a success as we
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managed to collect approximately 80 respondents related to their direct or indirect
experiences related to home movies as Figure 3 shows. The stars in the images represents
the localities of our survey collection to help paint a nice picture of the robustness of
home moviemaking among deaf people during their times.

Some of them talked about their own filmmaking experiences and some of them
mentioned coming into contact with old movies through acquaintances who were the
filmmakers in their communities. This allowed me to appreciate and understand the scope
of our project as I realized there are many more “artifacts” out there that have not been
seen for a long time or locked up in various storage spaces. The deaf seniors shared some
contact information to these who possibly still possess collection of home movies and
may be in need of some assistance in digitizing them so they can be more accessible to
them and their family or friends. This gave us an excellent map from which we could
build a network for a home movie database. The map also provided me with a nice visual
readout, and sound assumptions about the practice of nationwide home movie making by
deaf people during their time.

Data Conversion and Storage
My work at the Sign Language Research lab at Georgetown University, where my
data collection is currently housed, allowed me to engage in a form of communitybuilding by working with deaf folks who choose to lend their precious personal artifacts
to this research effort. These films range from community/organizational films to
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individually made films (such as family movies). This process involved acquiring
original copies of 16mm or 8mm reels and converting them into digital copies using
proper conversion equipment. After the conversion process was completed, the originals
were returned to the owners along with accessible digitized versions shared via a cloud
platform of their choosing or a hard copy shared through a hard drive.

Data Samples Selection
To organize this material, I selected samples from six different collections to offer
a broad perspective on how films were produced and how they were represented. I used
the Krauel collection to set up a methodical foundation since Krauel was one of the
earliest known deaf amateur filmmakers. By using Krauel’s collection (see appendix for
full list) as a foundation it allowed me to set up different aspects of his documentation as
a backdrop for the five familial collections I used for this project. This approach enabled
me to set up six thematic categories I used to catalogue and organize different selected
clips. Through this specific approach the following categories of analysis were
established: Material Ownership, Celebrations, Presence in Place, Different Sites of
Performance, Career Related, and Performances and Literature. These categories will
then lend to my argument about how different deaf centered narratives contribute to deaf
cultural production, why they are worthy of documentation, and need to be excavated.

This method utilizes a combination of tapping into previously used methods to
document/preserve/catalog the artifacts and the inclusion of potential mode of analysis
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that could be useful in how we can begin to “read” the films moving forward. The intent
here is to take this method closer to an interdisciplinary nature where different
perspectives, modes of analysis, and knowledge sharing can be diffused on a broader
scale. Keep in mind, as this method is being constructed some revisions or improvements
are indeed in order to allow for the inclusion of more tools to make it possible to do a
multi-sited ethnography of sorts, and add new layers.

Organizing and Cataloguing the Collection
(with blank categorical samples)

Figure 3
Created by Matthew Malzkuhn
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The model above shows the general overview of how I processed the reels
(8mm/16mm) or digital copies shared with for this project. For archival purposes, it is
necessary to document and catalog each copy into separate collections based on family,
organizations, or locations to mention a few. This is already a common practice as
information such as reel name (or number), type of film (family, organization,
community, etc.), audio/visual (silent/sound, black and white or color), language,
producer name, location, year and event list (different separate events found on a single
reel or digital copy) are being documented to ensure the ability for quick references and
access to any particular collection in the archive.

I should emphasize that between 1925-1970’s there are two common types of
reels (16mm and 8mm) that were commonly used by amateur filmmakers. Any film made
before 1973 all are silent. As you can see in Figure 5 how these three common films
differ, and later in 1970’s magnetic sound strips were added to the Super 8 reels. It also
should be noted that the Super 8mm and 16mm films render the best image qualities
affording to their larger frame sizes and smaller sprockets for the Super 8mm films.

Figure 4
Image credit: digitalrootsstudio.com
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The first step of this process involves the acquisition of footages from individuals
who are seeking support to convert their 16mm/8mm reels to digitized copies or making
their contribution to this project. Figure 5 is a example of what type of conversion
equipment I used to convert content from film to digitized versions. I used an
rebuilt/reformatted Elmo Movie Projector with a patent pending (by focuskye) video
transfer unit which captures the content and feeds into an iMac desktop as QuickTime
clips. When the conversion and archiving is complete with the footage secured in two
separate physical external hard drives and Google Drive cloud server, I began to
catalogue the films based on family units and the above model shows the labeling
schemes I decided on which provides sufficient information for immediate and future
references. In this case it is extremely important to keep everything organized because in
archival work people will end up working with numerous “artifacts.”

Figure 5
Photo Credit: focuskye on eBay
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I determined to proceed with this labeling scheme as follows (see Table 2):

•

Type of film

•

Type of Production

•

Type of Family

•

Year Ranges

•

Number of Films in Collection

•

Location of Filmmaker

•

Occupation of Filmmaker

Table 2
Overview of Film and Collection
Information

Definitions

Community, Family or Both

This describes the purpose of documentation

Individual or Family production

Production based on family or individual

Deaf/Hearing Family

Asks whether home movie comes from deaf family

Year range

Documents the era range the films were made during

# of Films in Collection

Records the number of separate reels (each reel has its
own size/minute ranges)

Total Minutes in Collection

Tracks the number of minutes of recorded time

Location of Filmmaker

Tracks the location of the filmmakers and this will help
us understand their ways of life

Occupation of Filmmaker

Tracks the occupations of filmmakers to give us
potential insights into their motivations and projects

Collection Name

Making Language and Family Information Inclusive
This category (Table 3) afforded this data collection the opportunity to track the
usage and type of sign language found in home movies as my collection overlaps the era
of silent filmmaking which extends added value to direct and indirect communication
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mediums. It should be noted that sign language is in no way universal and there are
hundreds if not thousands of different signed languages around the world which makes
documenting which sign language was used even more important. It also allowed me to
make additional documentation about whether family life was also captured as it is very
common for natural communication to be manifested through it.

Table 3
Language and Culture
Sign Language Present?

Definitions

Collection Name

Tracks whether sign language is used in film

Name of Sign Language Indicates what kind of sign language was used
Family Life Captured?

Tracking whether any moments of family life (private moments)
were captured

Organizing the Data based on Genres
The additional cataloguing required for this project focused on documenting
different Genre Categories which aided me in organizing the collections more effectively
as they played a more direct role in the context focus of this project. I wanted to uncover
the themes and values of the filmmakers so in order to do this, I had to pay close attention
to the organization of genres to accurately reflect the content produced by filmmakers.
The genres that I have identified across six collections based on the Krauel foundation are
(see Table 4) as follows:

•

Narratives

•

Travelogues
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•

News

•

Celebrations

•

Activities

•

Creative

The list of genres you can see differs from the more traditional list of genres
known in literature or films such as drama, action, adventure, horror, and comedy to
mention a few. I decided to develop this set of genres based on the oldest known deaf
made home movie to keep the categories directly tailor made and relevant to the task at
hand. After carefully surveying all the Krauel footages available to me, and cross
referencing similar older aged hearing based collections from the Center for Home
Movies website I came up with six key distinct categories that mirrored the context found
in these collections. I will elaborate on each genre category in this section so the scope of
my analysis and cataloguing can be better understood.

Narratives
When I talk about narratives the stories can range from non-fiction to fiction but
conveyed through the artistic means of storytelling and in the case of home movies,
simply narrating about the time and place in the “present” history at the time of
documentation. To clarify a little bit, narratives in ASL literature, especially of their
personal experiences, meant “real life accounts of various events, including those that are
humorous or tragic and those of struggles to overcome various odds” (Bahan, p. 29).
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Differing types of narratives, either formal or informal, can be found in home movies
especially when subjects were actively talking to the camera in describing events or
explaining any types of processes, “vignettes that focus on a single event.” (29).

Not all narrated moments are considered scripted because for me it was obvious
how subjects or participants in these movies were being included without any planning
and prodded to add commentary about the moments they were captured on film. Viewers
will be able to see a strong contrast between what was scripted and what was unscripted
through the type of creative showcasing that were documented. A good example of what
can be considered scripted is when an individual was seen on film being prompted to start
narrating and the narrative would appear to be in an organized sense, so it pointed to
some preplanning involved (Figure 5). Figure 6 as you will see shows a random moment
when a family friend was filmed commenting about a couple’s wedding anniversary.

Figure 6
Spanbauer Collection
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Figure 7
Jacobs Collection

In this sense, travelogues and the narrated moments that accompanied these
moments are more of scripted because it took more planning and consideration about
what to capture and what would be said to describe the temporal and spatial experience of
the moment.

Travelogues
Travelogues was also a popular category given one of many purposes of engaging
in home movie making. They are what I call an extension of snapshots but put into
action. Some individuals took a different approach with their film by incorporating News
reporting elements in their production such as utilizing it to disseminate information to
their peers. Furthermore, some news could be considered a form of creative project
undertaken by families in order to document their moments. The Human Studies Film
Archives (HFSA), founded in 1975, consist of different footage including “theatrical
travelogues (and) travel-lecture films” which lends plenty of legitimacy to homemade
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travelogues as viable resources for “ethnographic use” (Homiak and Wintle in
Zimmerman, p.41).

Travelogues is one of the more popular genres in home moviemaking given the
obvious lack of sound on film and the natural justification of adding action to snapshots.
They usually were meticulously planned, either before or after the travels, when the
filmmakers cue in some visual effects to complement their documentations such as maps,
notes, texts, and images (Figures 7 and 8).

Figure 8
Jacobs Collection

Figure 9
Jacobs Collection
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News
This is a dedicated genre affording to its sophisticated and educational purpose of how
information is conveyed on film. This will track whether filmmakers produced content
intended to serve as informative outlets for themselves and their peers. News content are
usually formalized in content through its aesthetic and editing qualities involving
supplemental information such as organization name, logos, headers, etc. (see Figure 9).

Figure 10
Spanbauer Collection

According to some preliminary investigations some families were well known for
documenting the news and activities of their own community and members and hosted
them at their houses to share news clips of their fellow friends.

Celebrations
Celebrations is a common documented practice due to the nature of people
wanting to document familial moments and their performances. Celebrations naturally
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occurs when people gather together for a purpose and the home movies documented their
activities hence this category’s purpose to document different celebrative moments.
Random and unique along with common celebrations will be recorded to allow for
comparison and further analysis. Among the common documented moments are
birthdays, weddings, anniversaries, banquets and any other events that are considered
celebratory. As Figures 10 and 11 shows a birthday and a graduation party and naturally
there had to be cake involved.

Figure 11
Supalla Collection

Figure 12
Arellano Collection
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Activities
Activities was a documenting effort that goes beyond celebrations and familial
moments as different human based interactions through sports, games, hobbies, and many
more are captured in their own essence. Many deaf were involved in local or national
clubs or organizations and brought their cameras to these events to document their and
their peers’ participation. Activities can range from pageants to sporting events to people
singing/signing together. This is a rather flexible category given the spectrum of activities
known to us and during their times. Figure 12 shows a snapshot of a “leap frog” activity
where participants jump over them, racing for the finish line.

Figure 13
Krauel Collection

Creative
Finally, creative was a stand-alone category that tracks the artistic and aesthetic
qualities of filmmakers who attempt to push different creative boundaries in order to
create a fine final product. The product can be used for “self-pleasure” or for
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dissemination which adds to the artistic value of home movie making. Some would call
this experimental or avant-garde film where filmmakers push the boundaries of
filmmaking techniques or create short stories for entertainment purposes. Some creative
work could also be documentaries, creatively planned and put together by deaf people
themselves such as this image from the Jacobs collection when he did a 30-minute film of
his alma mater, the California School for the Deaf in Berkeley, California in 1943 (Figure
13).

Figure 14
Jacobs Collection

Table 4
Genre
Categories

Definitions

Narratives

A flexible criterion based on different types of stories told- can be either
fictional or nonfiction

Travelogues

Documentation of travel experiences and usually evidence of presence in
places

News

Informative type of production and dissemination of different news or
communication items for community members

Celebrations

Documentation of different celebration related events

Activites

Documentation of different moments that involves various types of
activities such as outdoors, picnics, parties, sports, etc

Creative

Production of different moments that are usually scripted and planned for
entertainment purposes
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Collection Name

Theme Based Data
The visual above narrows down this project down to the thematic level beyond
the genres since genres as categorical function only serves as a “checklist” for me to
utilize as references to the types of work the filmmakers in my collections engaged in.
The role of themes is more elaborate in nature encompassing genres since they are more
value and motive specific which offers deeper perspectives into the documentation
methods of filmmakers and the messages they chose to capture either consciously or not.
It was also through the entire archival and cataloguing process that I came up with six
key themes that allows me to consider the specificity of certain performances but without
losing the flexibility of recognizing the interchangeability of documented moments:

•

Material Ownership

•

Celebrations

•

Presence in Places

•

Different Sites of Performance

•

Career

•

Performance and Literature

Material Ownership
Material ownership was something that manifested clearly to me as I worked
through all the collections at my disposal affording to individuals affinity for sharing
visual moments of objects in their or their peers’ possessions. Many objects could be
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unique in nature or related to the owner’s profession or hobby. This will also allow for
the tracking of different types of ownership by deaf people during their time. One very
obvious material possession for this very undertaking is the ownership of a camera that
allows for different resources and events to be filmed and documented.

Table 5
Material Ownership Looks at focus, exhibition, and narrative about material goods
owned by Deaf

Collection Name

Cars
Houses
Other
Notes:

Celebrations
Celebrations is repeated here but instead of looking at the moment as a single
genre, the captured moments offered further insight into the value making process as
reflected by different themes connected to the idea of celebrating something. The idea is
to see what type of celebrations deaf people participated in to give me a better idea of
their beliefs, values, and traditions. I also added deaf Santa as a category to track because
it shows the unique nature of deaf home movies and the filmmakers customizing
common celebratory characters into deaf or signing people (or animals in other senses).

Table 6
Celebrations Inventory of different types of celebrations documented and unique
representation of deaf being if any
Christmas
Birthdays
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Collection Name

Other
Deaf Santa
Notes:

Presence in Places
Presence in Places is a theme that serves the specific purpose of documenting deaf
individuals in various sites around the world to reflect their presence as members and
actors of this world. This category also allows me to track the different places and/or
landmarks deaf people visited to provide a robust picture of their travels and presence in
these places. This is especially important because it could appear deaf people are a
minority group of people so their presence do get overlooked especially if they were not
being “explicitly” deaf. This also tracks the types of reasons deaf people travelled such as
to picnics, conventions, or events to show their active participation in their community
life.
Table 7
Presence in Places Tracks different specific places and events documented on film that
represents individual/family presence in places they visit

Collection Name

Picnics
Conventions/Events
Other
Event Names
Travel Locations
Notes:

Different Sites of Performance
By differentiating from presence in places, Different Sites of Performance
reflected the “places” for people to perform or represent their identities or daily activities.
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They are more commonly related to familiar sites which allows for comparisons across
collections based on the idea of places for expressing their values and behaviors such as
common deaf spaces. This category will also track the different sites where deaf people
congregate for activities, events, and/or worship. This category also allows for the
tracking of different deaf schools that were captured on film as well as deaf clubs which
was a very popular place for gatherings during the era of the focus for this project.

Table 8
Different Sites of
Performance

Tracks different specific places and events documented on film
that represents individual/family presence in places they visit

Collection Name

Deaf Schools
Deaf Clubs
Home
Other
School Notes
Notes:

Career
The Career category focused on the career and business aspect of deaf people’s
lives whether they are in training to pursue careers, in the process of setting up
businesses, or operating businesses. This is an important category which offered insights
into the skills and talents of individuals. This category also gives the opportunity for
different categorization of deaf businesses so we can also track businesses that were deaf
operated and cross compare the different vocations involved.
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Table 9
Career

Tracks different documentation or highlights of deaf businesses or deaf
in their respective workforces

Collection Name

Deaf
Businesses
Occupation
Other
Notes:

Performance and Literature
Performance and Literature as a category focused on the performances and
storytelling aspect of home movie making as some filmmakers chose to engage in
creative and artistic work so this as a theme required a closer look to help me understand
the investment made by filmmakers to document the creative aspects of their lives and
communities. The performative moments can be either random or preplanned (scripted).

Table 10
Performance and
Literature

Looks at what type of performance or storytelling occurs- the
themes, the messages and more

Collection Name

Stories
Type of stories
Performances
Type of performances
Notes:

The data structures (shown above) represents how I built my database to pursue
my research questions and it allows for a clean overview of what my collection consisted
of. I used Google spreadsheets to organize the data and all the videos that I used were
linked to the sheets for quick references. You will be able to see the organization in the
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structure that I described earlier narrowing from developed metadata which
communicates the nature of each collection centered on individuals or families down to
the thematic categories which provides me a clear read out. Furthermore, as you will be
able to review in the appendices, there are dedicated thematic categories with much more
information that showed the sum result of my data input work.

Data Used for this Research Inquiry
The films I have in my data collections (see appendix for full list) covers several deaf
families of different socio-economic and educational backgrounds covering most parts of
North America and some of Mexico.
Films size and length are typically listed as:
50 feet= 3 minutes
150 feet= 9 minutes
400 feet= 24 minutes

1.

Charles Krauel, a grassroots filmmaker from Chicago (1925-1940) (28 reels)

2.

Jacobs Family, deaf education leader from the San Francisco Bay Area (1943-

1987) (102 reels)
3.

Bahan Family, grassroots Deaf from New Jersey, (1948-1980) (53 reels)

4.

Spanbauer Family, grassroots family from Illinois, community advocate and

organizer (1950-1970) (1 DVD)
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5.

Supalla Family, a farming family from Minnesota, Washington and Oregon

(1952-1981) (10 reels)
6.

Arellano Family, Mexican immigrants from Mexico to Santa Fe (1959-1983) (29

reels)

This sums up the methodology that I have put forth with an ultimate goal to
complement future research and/or archiving efforts for those who are interested in this
type of undertaking. The selected sample sizes from 6 distinct collections only adds to the
quality of this methodology as the diverse nature of these collections won’t be
compromised when the data are being catalogued and processed. The ultimate goal here
is to allow data to retain their true value so research projects can be driven by what the
data shows the researcher instead of seeking out results that supports the hypothesis in
question. This also allows for renewed realization of the type of artifacts that can be
worked on and analyzed in order to disseminate information so it can return to their
places of origin with the added value of appreciation for the hobbyist or intended
motivation to create these bodies of work that has been long lost or orphaned.
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CHAPTER FOUR

This chapter draws upon six separate individual/familial collections as my data
source and began by developing categories, codes and organizing data based on the work
of Charles Krauel, since he was the first known amateur on record to partake in his film
projects. Thus, Krauel’s work and his findings were used to build the foundation for how
my data was structured. I decided on a more interactive approach to this section by
providing links to specific footage from each collection as point of references in my
analysis. Also, it will be helpful for any non-signing readers as adding transcriptions for
each footage will be a part of a longer-term project down the road. I will also include
some literary comparisons to existing ASL literature works (either through digital means
or videos/films) to show how these stories contradicts or mirrors my individualcommunity private space based data. My readers need to keep in mind home movies are
footage that comes out of the private space of individuals or localized communities hence
the comparisons I attempted to make to show how stories from both spaces either mirrors
or contradicts the other. Also included are in depth analysis of the content found in these
collections and what they mean in a historical and contemporary sense.
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Analysis of Data
All footage in my collection runs concurrent during the era of silent home
moviemaking which lent me unique perspectives into how deaf people took advantage of
this visual medium, first suggested by George Veditz of the National Association of the
Deaf in 1913 when he highlighted the ‘mission’ for such film project that his group
partook in, “We wish to preserve our sign language in the form which these masters use it
for coming generations. Many of us have learned the language from them (and) these
men know the language in its finest form. The only way in which this can be done is by
means of moving picture films” (hsldb.georgetown.edu).

This is quite groundbreaking. Since the advent of available technologies made it
possible for many deaf people to record our daily cultural activities especially sign
language, it was a perfect marriage where a visual language found its medium. This
historical significance has been long unappreciated and generally left out of most
academic and research activities which certainly stunts our ability to celebrate, analyze,
and pass on this creative mode of preservation. I will expand more on this in the next
chapter as I make a case for further untapped potential for research using these artifacts
and to connect them to more contemporary forms of visual information sharing. If “OG”
(original gangster) is a thing or a common saying in our pop culture or slang, then it is
safe to state that Deaf people have been OG when it comes to textualizing their sign
language and using home movies as tools for social media much better!
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Addressing my Research Questions
My research questions will be addressed in this chapter through my analysis and in
the next chapter. They are based on 6 separate familial collections of films in my data and
they bear repeating here;
1. What do these films tell me about the performance and representation of deaf
people and how their cultural values (or practice) are defined through their direct
participation in the mode of production?
2. How did the documentation of sign language during the period of silent films
make deaf home movies different than their hearing counterparts?
3. What roles or presence does disability play in the movies when they are produced
by deaf people?

Analyzing the General Metadata
As you can see in Table 11 the collections came from a balance of community
and family based filmmakers as it can be understood that their leisure can also be applied
through formal means such as producing content intended for community usage. Beyond
Krauel, who was a community documentarist for the most part, the filmmakers were
more familial based and most of their content contains moments from within their family
units. All families are deaf from within their nuclear structure except for Krauel who
remained unmarried throughout his life and lived with his sister until his death in 1980.
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The earliest years began with 1925 when Charles Krauel became the earliest
known recorded pioneer of home moviemaking with equipment now available for
consumer purchase and his collections ranged between 1925 to 1960’s. The rest of the
collections are mostly between 1940’s to the 1970's which supported the growing arena
of home movies and hobbyist endeavors during that time. It should be noted that each
separate collection possesses different numbers of inventoried film depending on their
availability and actual time allocated to usage. I basically worked with what footage
and/or what were made available to us to “archive” and use for this project.

As you can see how the locations of the filmmakers/collections covered is evenly
balanced and spread out around the country which speaks to the level of amateur
participation in home movie making as they hail from all parts of the country and
Mexico. I should also add that I thought the occupation information was a necessary
inclusion to this metadata as it allows us to further understand and evaluate each
filmmaker, whether it is context or stylistic qualities. The broad range of careers lends
credence to this activity as a cultural practice celebrated by deaf people from all walks of
life when they are able to afford the purchase of equipment required to record their
creative outlets.

Table 11
Information

Definitions

Krauel

Jacobs

Bahan Spanbauer

Supalla

Arellano

Community,
Family or Both

This describes the purpose of
documentation
Community Both

Family Both

Both

Family

Individual or
Family

Production based on family
or individual

Family Family

Family

Family

Individual

Family
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production
Deaf/Hearing
Family

Asks whether home movie
comes from deaf family

Year range

Documents the era range the
films were made during
1925-1940

# of Films in
Collection

Records the number of
separate reels (each reel has
its own size/minute ranges)

Total Minutes in Tracks the number of
Collection
minutes of recorded time

Hearing

Deaf

Deaf

Deaf

Deaf

Deaf

19481943-1987 1981

1950-1970

1952-1981

1959-1983

28

102

53

1 (1-hour
DVD)

10

29

240

60

125

101

Illinois

Minnesota,
Washington,
Oregon

Mexico
and Santa
Fe, NM

Farmer,
Machinist

Dental
Technician

1373

286

Location of
Filmmaker

Tracks the location of the
filmmakers and this will help
us understand their ways of
life
Chicago

Northern
California

New
Jersey

Occupation of
Filmmaker

Tracks the occupations of
filmmakers to give us
potential insights into their
motivations and projects

Educator

Welder Florist

Printer

Genre Based Data Analysis
This specific data category as you can see in Table 12 provided me with a
checklist of what genres were found in each collection for my reference and informed me
about the breadth of activities documented through the lens of deaf filmmakers. Charles
Tepperman in Amateur Cinema broached the topic of genres in amateur filmmaking by
stating that “travelogue, documentary, scenic, narrative short” was central to filmmakers’
documentation efforts. With this in mind, the category I identified fits the description put
forth by Tepperman however it is obvious by now how limited analysis or investigations
on type of genres were made with home movies. In my view, the genre theory known to
film study and literature-based disciplines does differ from what are identified with home
movies. So, this is an opportunity for future research and analyses to develop a more
comprehensive list with descriptions to give readers and filmmaking hobbyists a better
starting place to consider the type of genres that were produced.
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As expected, like their hearing counterparts who also use home movies to
document their activities, travelogues were found in all collections as it is a common
cultural practice to document one’s travels, explorations, and vacations with narratives
accompanying some footage. Celebrations and activities were also prominent in the
collections given their customary and hobbyist value to individuals and families as it is
usually shared moments involving multiple actors. Documentations such as narratives,
news/reports and creative filmmaking showed me how deaf filmmakers dabbled in
scripted activities that delivered added perspectives about their beliefs and values. I kept
the genres as general and flexible as possible as it is certainly possible for some genres to
overlap one another such as creative and news since producing informative videos can be
viewed as creative and intellectual activities.

For me it was important to consider the genres in these collections because it
provided me with a quick read out of what were included across collections and they can
be readily referenced when I chose to focus on genre specific creative activities. For
example, I was able to quickly inform people outside of this project about the broader
qualities of what these collections consisted of by providing basic genre-based concepts
which ended up sounding rather elaborate and robust. This kind of approach definitely
ensured the quality of this inquiry and shows the level of preparation and attention to
details, small or big, and provides scholarship especially these within the literature fields
with a nice map when considering the types of creative engagement these deaf people
considered to be worthy of their time and investment.
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Finally, as you can see with this basic read out how well rounded each collection
are in regard to the visual literary qualities of their “producers.” Given the variations in
their background and career focuses it was rather telling how each separate and distinct
collection still possessed these genres based qualities I was able to identify and
categorize.

Table 12
Genres

Definitions

Krauel Jacobs Bahan Spanbauer Supalla Arellano

Narratives

A flexible criterion based on different types of stories
told- can be either fictional or nonfiction
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

x

Travelogues

Documentation of travel experiences and usually
evidence of presence in places

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

x

Yes

Yes

x

Celebrations

Documentation of different celebration related events Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Activities

Documentation of different moments that involves
various types of activities such as outdoors, picnics,
parties, sports, etc.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Creative

Production of different moments that are usually
scripted and planned for entertainment purposes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

x

Informative type of production and dissemination of
different news or communication items for
News/Reports community members

Language Usage Based Data Analysis
This specific read out (Table 13) lists whether sign language was present in any
parts of each collection and it showed all families using sign language to communicate to
the camera directly or when they are engaged in colloquial moments. All collections were
ASL dominant with an exception of the Arellanos’ who also used Lengua de Señas
Mexicana (LSM) and were originally from Mexico before emigrating to the United
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States. As expected, family life was documented in all families except Krauel which
allowed for more glimpses into their language use and conversational contexts.

This is an important aspect of this project to consider given the existence of a full
functioning language being present in all collections whether they were captured in the
formal language register or were more colloquial based like most of the footages showed
to be. This is evidence of the process when sign language became textualized (or frozen
in time) when they are embedded in film. This runs counter to assumptions that the home
movie does not communicate (I.e., Roger Odin) but instead is dependent on the memory
of its viewers to supplement the meanings to the context they view. For sign language
based home movies, it affords the researchers and viewers unique readings of the context
(narrated and side conversations) in the film as moments were usually accompanied by
information critical to the documented moments. This will be analyzed in depth in
Chapter 5 where I will elaborate more on the importance of sign language being present
in film and my mother was an interesting case study in the relationship between the
filmmaker and their subjects.

Travelogues as a genre would be a prime example of this unique inclusion of
language where people on film would narrate supplemental information about their
environments or events such as places, year, purpose for visiting, etc. A strong contrast
can be understood when viewing silent home movies made by hearing people which only
showed visual information that were recorded and filmmakers had to add more
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information about location or trips by capturing visual imageries of resources such as
maps, signs, or written/typed words. If you would take the time to view this sample from
this hearing based collection from the Center for Home Movie’s archive, (The Adventure
of the Galloping Geese), you will be able to see the difference between how additional
information in travelogues had to be supplemented, usually at the beginning of the
content. The rest of the film did not include supplemental information about the events
and viewers were merely watching/following the eyes of the filmmaker as events such as
locations, landmarks, and/or activities were captured. Now, if you take a look at this clip
from my data collection you can see the stark contrast in how travel events are informed
by sign language as well as text/visual supplements (Ja5_4_Visiting Lincoln National
Historical Park). The contextual uniqueness of the presence of sign language afforded
deaf people more information about the experiences of their fellow community members
locally or abroad.

We also need to consider the type of quality sign language embedded on film
affords archival activities and research. For decades, deaf-based research has always been
overly reliant on written and photo sources as there are hundreds of published works in
academia that produced interpretations to their readers about historical and/or cultural
events. I should also mention that plenty of these researchers are hearing and limited in
their sign language abilities hence their banal over reliance on “secondary” sources even
if they swear they were first hand sources. My analysis of language on film have proved
that the printed word essentially functions as secondary information especially in the
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arena of cultural activity and especially when the events are visual based and documented
accordingly.

Table 13
Language and
Culture

Definitions

Krauel Jacobs Bahan Spanbauer Supalla Arellano

Sign Language
Present?

Tracks whether sign language is used in film

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Name of Sign
Language

Indicates what kind of sign language was used

ASL

ASL

ASL

ASL

ASL

LSM and
ASL

Family Life
Captured?

Tracking whether any moments of family life
(private moments) were captured

x

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Theme Based Data Analysis
This intensive data category provided me with clear readouts about what kind of
themes were found in each category beyond the genre level. We should consider this
category more for its micro look at the activities that stems out of the footage when
compared to the more macro based genre categories. With Krauel’s footages as the
foundation for themes I identified, I proceeded to look for similar themes in every
collection and if I found them, I added this relevant information to my data. Additionally,
you will see six separate tables with all the links to specific clips in each collection under
each theme category for reference to the actual footage that I described or made part of
my data. You will be able to view individual clips which were trimmed pulled from
longer stand-alone reel collection to reflect the descriptions I put forth. This will also
allow you to view the clips in its original nature which will certainly help readers
(hearing or deaf) make connections between my descriptions and actual events.
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Material Ownership
Material ownership is a category (Table 14) of great importance as movies in each
collection showed various material (intended for ownership or use) in the possession of
the filmmaker or their friends. By capturing the objects, it showed me the importance of
documenting them from the perspective of the filmmakers. The most common possession
for showcasing were houses and cars as expected and each collection had their own
additional values such as deaf businesses, airplanes, hotels, boats, machinery,
instruments, and property which informed me about how they were valued by their
“owners” or filmmakers. Additionally, material ownership in this context reflects the
potential purchasing power of deaf folk during their time as they were owners of goods
which communicates their levels of affluence or their connections to people who own
them. If you click on the links to the clips below, you will be able to see for yourself how
documenting personal possessions were shared values among deaf filmmakers. It also
shows their levels of “affluence” that they were proud to document and share with others.
Affluence also should be understood as a measurement of personal success as part of the
deaf pursuit of self-sufficiency. Charles Tepperman briefly discussed the costs of
filmmaking especially during the advent of amateur filmmaking (1925-1930’s) which
coincided with the Great Depression so there were some challenges in the acquisition of
resources however he noted that it was also a period of high activity for “voices” to be
heard. An excellent example was provided; “It is a relief to turn from the harsh, negative,
and forbidding picture of experiments in social regimentation to a field of human activity
in which there is either expression or nothing” (Amateur Cinema, p. 83). For Tepperman
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this meant the purpose of cinematography is hardly related to repression as it ushers in
opportunity for creativity, activism, and “freedom of speech.” This is true for many deaf
amateurs during that time as well as they were able to self-represent their views about
their worlds and what they wanted to share whether they were material goods or just
experiences.

There are historical records explaining how this pursuit of happiness fueled their
desire to exhibit their independence and economic strength as some states, according to
the NAD, attempted or considered banning deaf people from acquiring driving licenses or
the ability to drive in the 1920’s. As recently as 2011, “the United States Department of
Transportation (DOT) announced today, after decades of prohibition, that deaf drivers
can operate commercial motor vehicles such as large trucks,” a fight led and won by the
NAD (nad.org). Similar pressure to allow deaf access to the basic elements of life such as
driving was also published as a statement by the World Federation of the Deaf in an
August 2016 (wfdeaf.org).

This struggle is well known and shared among deaf folks during their time that
the added emphasis was made clear through the documentation of filmmakers to
reinforce the shared belief that deaf people are capable of anything. Jacobs admiringly
made a note of his purchasing power in this clip, Ja14_14_New Car, that showed him
taking a brand-new car home straight from the distribution center. Yet, in a different clip
a few years later Jacobs again made an emphasis on showing off his new car,
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Ja5_1_Jacobs Showing Off New Car, which highlighted the value of deaf material
ownership. Further example of documenting other deaf’s ownership can be seen in the
Spanbauer clip, Sp1_House and Cars, as he compiled documentations of other deaf
people’s vehicles as well as their home ownership.

Figure 15
Ja5_1_Jacobs Showing Off New Car

The emphasis of deaf home ownership can be found either through selfrepresentation (documentation of one’s own houses) or a collection of clips of visits to
fellow deaf homeowners. The value of home ownership is heightened for many deaf folks
during their time as oral tradition and documented evidence pointed to the challenges
deaf people faced in securing home ownership. Many deaf people during the early to
mid-twentieth century lacked the economic power to purchase a home. Adding to the
difficulty is the lack of communication access during the searching and purchasing
process. Lenders did not provide much communication access for deaf people to make
impactful decisions for themselves and their families. Most deaf during the turn of the
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century rented houses/apartments or lived with their families. So, in this sense houses
owned by deaf people lends to their argument, and representation even, that they are
capable of the same experience as their hearing counterparts. Today different articles and
information regarding protections or experiences of deaf home buyers can be found,
hence zeroing in to the never-ending work of deaf to secure personal rights to be a
productive “citizen.” Jacobs and Spanbauer were on record, mirroring the work of deaf
people to secure their personal rights, by documenting the residences of their deaf friends
as seen in these clips which also were similarly shared by other filmmakers;
Ja14_16_House in Milwaukee, Ja14_12_Detroit House, Ja14_11_House in New Haven,
Ja8_1_House and Car, Su7_6_Deaf farm, Kr1_Steps at a house, and Ar18_House and
Lot.

Figure 16
Sp1_Houses and Cars

Beyond cars and houses, varying examples of property ownership can be found
and probably is closely tied to their leisure or hobbyist endeavors such as boats,
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instruments, and airplanes to mention a few (Ba1_1948 Sailboat Jack, Su3_3_TV,
Sp2_Father's Magnolia Tree). It also gives us a potentially deeper look into what deaf
people were up to during their time and what activities they were engaged in. For the
contemporary viewers like myself, it tells me that deaf people, beyond the perceived
limitations, had productive lives and shared similar values as their neighbors. Deaf
farming from Supalla family clips, Su1_1_Supalla farm for instance, is an example of a
form of authentic representation of deaf people being experts at their craft.

Figure 17
Ba1_1948 Sailboat Jack

Figure 18
Ar18_House and Lot
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The Deaf Gain theory, which talks about why and ways the world needs deaf
people, was conceived by Dirksen Bauman and Joseph Murray looked at “Raising the
Stakes for Human Diversity” among deaf people through challenging the “loss”
perspective can serve as an interesting contrast to the deaf grassroots experience (I will
elaborate more on the literature that mirrors this in the next chapter). The Deaf Gain
theory, while interesting and full of ideas, barely tapped into the deaf grassroots
experience (or talents) as you can see in these clips which suggests a potential
epistemological divide. Home movies, as tools of self-representation and productivity,
offers us a refreshing and historical look at the performance of deaf people and
challenges different existing notions of what it means to be deaf, beyond the traditions of
relying on the written text to return to Zimmerman’s point about how “conventional
history-writing reproduces the power relations of the testimonies, documents, and
archives it cannibalizes” (19-20).

Table 14
Material
Ownership

Krauel

Jacobs

Bahan

Spanbauer

Supalla

Arellano

Cars

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Houses

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Boat

Businesses

Farm machinery,
Scientific
Instruments

Backyard/Lot,
Tepee, Lawn
Mower

Material
ownership for the
Bahans mostly
involved
watercraft as it
was a family
passion/hobby.
There are
instances where
cars and houses
were the themes.

The Spanbauers
displayed an
overt effort in
documenting
their friend's
material
possessions
(houses and
cars) along with
their own
business

The Supallas are
mostly family based
in their material
documentations
showing moments at
their family’s farm
with different
machinery used to
operate it.
Additionally, the
family showed some

The
Arellanos’
didn’t
document
much material
moments but
there are a
couple of
footage
showing them
working with

Other

Businesses,
Airplanes

Notes:

Material
Krauel mostly ownership in
documented Jacobs case was
the
less obvious
possessions of however he
deaf people he documented
met such as
many of his
toy planes,
lodgings to
actual planes represent his
and owned
spending
businesses.
power. He also

Hotels
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collected
footage of his
stops at
different
friends’ houses.

running a
nursery.

creative value by
filming one of the
children’s science
fair experiments.

lawn mowers
and building a
teepee.

Table 15
Krauel

Jacobs

Bahan

Spanbauer

Kr1_Plane toys
created by 11yr boy Ja14_14_New Car

Ba1_1948
Sailboat Jack

Sp1_House and
Cars

Su1_1_Supalla
farm

Ar18_House
and Lot

Kr1_Steps at a
house

Ja14_16_House in
Milwaukee

Ba5_9_New
Lawn Mower

Sp2_Father's
Magnolia Tree

Su1_2_Winner
Corn Stalk

Ar15_1_Car

Kr1_Deaf riding
planes

Ba5_3_Car and
Ja14_12_Detroit House Hotel

Su1_3_Farm
Machinery 2

Kr1_Car

Ja14_11_House in New
Haven
Ba14_4_Boat 2

Su1_4_Farm
Machinery 1

Ja5_1_Jacobs Showing
Off New Car

Su1_5_Farm
Machinery 3

Ba14_3_Boat

Supalla

Ja6_1_My Hotels in
New York

Su1_6_Farm
Machinery 4

Ja8_1_House and Car

Su3_3_TV

Arellano

Su3_5_Car
Su7_6_Deaf farm
Su5_1_ Airplane
Su9_2_Car 2

Celebrations
Celebrations is an immensely active category without much surprise given the
filmmakers’ incentive to document their lives and activities. All collections had instances
of moments where Christmases and birthdays were documented and they usually were
events that brought people/family members together which adds more to the
documentation purposes. In addition to birthdays and Christmas, Thanksgiving was also
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documented in some collections as well. As you can see in the data, there are also events
such as banquets, weddings, anniversaries that also stood out as prominent.

I decided to include a checklist for deaf Santa since it was, in my view, a unique
customization of a mainstream character to fit the deaf ways of being- the use of sign
language. Efforts were made by the Spanbauers and Supalla to document Santa using
sign language and communicating with the children (Su3_2_Deaf Santa- Long,
Sp1_Santa Claus). It was nice to see how each individual filmmaker can role switch
between being a family or a community documentarian through their documenting efforts
of various deaf community held events such as charter celebrations or reunion of sorts.

Figure 19
Su3_Deaf Santa- Long

Similar examples can be found throughout deaf history of the organizing
capabilities of deaf people as they formed organizations from the local to the national
level that varied from grassroots type organizations to the political/advocacy types.
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Beyond the politics and advocacy organizations, there were club organizations that deaf
people were members such as fraternities, school alumni associations, and local
organizations (Kr1_Charter Grant Celebration 1939, Kr1_700 people at Banquet,
Ja14_7_Gallaudet Reunion, Ja2_2_Kappa Gamma Banquet, and Ar25_3_Letty's
Graduation party at home).

Figure 20
Ja2_2_Kappa Gamma Banquet

When I look beyond the uniqueness of the deaf lens, celebrations as a bundle does
show me very well how indifferent the values are for deaf people and their hearing
neighbors who celebrate and engage in similar holidays, traditions, religions, and events.
When it comes to deaf people and their participation in activities I can see many shared
traditions being customized through their lens and cultural performances. The biggest
thing about the difference between the two cultures continued to be the presence of sign
language in film which viewers can see for themselves what kind of messages were
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conveyed when people emulate or dress up as characters popular in our traditions and
rituals.

Table 16
Celebrations

Krauel

Jacobs

Bahan

Spanbauer

Supalla

Arellano

Christmas

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Birthdays

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Other

Festivals, Picnics,
Banquets,
Wedding,
Wedding
Anniversary,
Charter
Celebration,

Festivals, Picnics,
Banquets, Easter,
Wedding
Anniversary,
Thanksgiving,
Reunion

Halloween,
Easter,
Wedding,
Thanksgiving,
Anniversary

Wedding
Anniversary

Snowman,
Wedding
Anniversary

Graduation,
Baptism,
Fiesta,
Wedding

Deaf Santa

x

x

x

Yes

Yes

x

Notes:

Since Krauel was
a community
filmmaker, most
of his footage
covered
community events
or parties hosted
by friends

Jacobs’ footage
documented many
of the common
celebrations
ranging from
family based to
community based.

Bahan’s
footages is all
familial based
related to
celebrations

Spanbauer’s
footages is all
familial based
related to
celebrations

Supalla’s
footages is all
familial based
related to
celebrations

Arellano's
celebration
documenting
involved
family and
friends.

Table 17
Krauel
Kr1_Charter
Grant
Celebration
1939

Jacobs

Ja14_7_Gallaudet
Reunion

Bahan

Spanbauer

Sp1_Santa
Ba6_1_Thanksgiving Claus

Ar1_Arellano
Wedding

Ba5_1_Wedding

Sp1_DancingMother's
Birthday

Su_Snowman

Ar2_Arellano
Wedding

Ba15_7_Santa

Sp1_Pauline
and Mom and
Birthday

Ar3_Victor Jr's
Su_Merry Xmas Birthday

Sp1_Merry
Xmas 1952

Su3_2_Deaf
Santa- Long

Ar7_Leticia's
Birthday

Sp1_Santa
Claus 2

Su3_4_Birthday

Ar5_Victor Jr
Baptized

Sp1_Wedding
Anniversary

Ar25_3_Letty's
Su5_10_Supalla Graduation party
10th Anniversary at home

Ja1_1_Thanksgiving

Kr1_Wedding

Ja1_2_Christmas in
COLOR

Kr1_Wedding
Anniversary

Ja2_2_Kappa Gamma
Banquet
Ba14_2_Christmas

Kr1_New Year's Ja10_1_Parents' 40th Ba14_1_Ben's 3rd
1940
Wedding Anniversary Birthday

Ja26_1_Easter

Arellano

Su_Deaf Santa

Kr1_Banquet

Kr1_Christmas

Supalla

Ba20_25th
Anniversary

Kr1_700 people
at Banquet
Ja26_2_Wedding

Ar14_Fiesta of
Santa Fe
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Ja26_3_Lisa's
Birthday
Ja26_4_Christmas
1960

Presence in Places
This category showed me how deaf people simultaneously document their
“travels” and their presence in these places. By showing their presence in places, which
was emphasized in Ted Supalla’s documentary on Charles Krauel, Charles Krauel: A
Profile of a Deaf Filmmaker as “the use of these public commercial spaces served to
legitimize deaf people as consumers” (p. 34). This was reflected in all collections as
filmmakers constantly captured the landmarks or narrated about the purposes of being at
the site, including their names, which we would have never known about if sign language
were not used. It showed the importance of language use being present on film which
afforded me and any viewer the luxury of weaning additional information about the
scenes with “actors” narrating about where they are at and, possibly, describing why they
are there with more additional details such as name of specific location, year, reasons,
and any supplementary narrative.

This category also is of great importance to me because it is through this
travelogue activity that showed me how well travelled and worldly some deaf people
were (Kr1_Cuba Trip 1938, Ja14_2_Through the Rockies, Ba5_4_Honeymoon in New
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England, Su7_5_Mt. Rainer Natl Park, Ar11_Mazathan) amid the perceived beliefs that
they are barely independent or reliant on people of “higher” statures or communicative
skills. If we consider examples of “where we were” posted in restaurants or businesses
showcasing where their customers or employees went, usually wearing their “brands,”
the same argument can be made how deaf people and their use of sign language served as
their “deaf cultural brands” as they document their presence in various parts of the world.
Instead of wondering where Waldo was, I can learn about how well travelled and
educated they were by viewing the footages. Murray in Open Your Eyes offered that the
deaf transnational experience transcends “the local contexts and national boundaries” and
was “supported by a shared rejection of larger social misconceptions and professional
ideologies that homogenized them as deficient countrymen, ignoring the realities of their
lives as members of a cultural community” (p. 100).

Figure 21
Ba5_4 Honeymoon in New England
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Figure 22
Kr1_Cuba Trip 1938

Viewing the travels of each filmmaker afforded me some glimpses into the
spending power of deaf people during their time beyond their physical possessions. I was
able to judge the quality of their travels based on their presence in them. The activities
they engaged in as seen on film also can tell me more about their levels of affluence and
breadth of knowledge regarding the world as they narrate about the places they are
visiting. Furthermore, what I saw through the use of sign language gave me additional
information about the purpose of their travels as well as the names of the sites if signage
were unavailable like this clip showed me, Kr1_Lincoln's Cemetery.

Picnics and conventions were important events during the 1920-70’s as it served
as sites of mass congregation among deaf folks, locally and nationally. A more familiar
example was explained in the Krauel documentary that discussed the activities of Charles
Krauel, a longtime member of the National Fraternal Society of the Deaf, chartered in
1907, when life insurance companies denied deaf people coverages so they formed their
own organization to self-insure (Crouch and Van Cleve, 88). Supalla, in his unpublished
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Manuscript of the documentary, explained that Krauel filmed these events because “he
looked upon the film as a great advertising tool which encouraged people to join NFSD
and attend future events where they could socialize, meet other deaf people, and make
new friends” (p. 32). When we consider this mode of activity, it points to the deaf
capitalizing on their access to technology that allows for the imprinting of sign language
on film hence textualizing their language and legitimizing them as pioneers of film-use
social media in the process (Kr1_NFSD in Toronto 1939).

Table 18
Presence in
Places
Picnics

Krauel

Jacobs

Bahan

Yes

Yes

Yes

Conventions/
Events
Yes

Yes

x

Other

Al Capone
House, Lincoln
Cemetery, Mardi
Gras, New York
World Festival,
Illinois Alumni
Event, Orange
Walk, Lake
Ontario, Niagara
Falls, Wonder
Castle, Steamer
Cuyagua, New
Sale Village,

NFSD, Ill
Alumni
Association,
Indiana
Event Names Bicentennial

Spanbauer

Supalla

Arellano

Yes

Yes

Yes

x

Yes

Yes

Lincoln National
Historical Park, Churchill
Downs, The Rockies,
North
Feather River Canyon,
Hampton, Fun
Lake
Park, Beach

Airport,
Carlsbad
Caverns,
Mt. Rainier
Torren, Car
National Park, Racing
Fairgrounds, Track,
Coastline,
Amusement
Ferry, Zoo
Park

NAD, Gallaudet Reunion, Gallaudet
Summer School, Deaf
Homecoming,
Olympics
Sailboat Race

Deaf
Convention

Deaf
Convention

Washington
State, Mt.
Rainier
National Park

New
Mexico,
Texas,
Mexico

Travel
Locations

Illinois, Indiana,
Canada, Cuba,
Florida, New
York, Louisiana,
Missouri,
Connecticut,

California, Cross
America, Mexico,
Washington, DC, Europe,
Russia, Caribbean, Asia,
India, China, Australia,
Kenya, Peru

Notes:

Lots of travels to Lots of travels to national Lots of travels Not much
national parks
parks and other popular to national
travel in
and other popular American/international
parks and other collection

Cape Cod,
Niagara Falls,
Boston,
Vermont, NY
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Lake,
Chicago

Family travels Travels
to the west
between
coast
New

American and
Cuban tourist
destinations

tourist destinations

popular
American
tourist
destinations

shared with
me

(Washington)

Mexico and
Mexico

Table 19
Krauel

Jacobs

Bahan

Spanbauer

Supalla

Arellano

Kr1_NFSD in
Missouri 1935 Ja14_17_At a Lake

Ba4_Jack Adams
Race Sailboat

Sp1_Traveling Su7_1_Trip to
to Chicago
Washington State

Kr1_NFSD in
Toronto 1939

Ja14_1_Train Ride

Ba5_7_Fishing and
Beach

Sp1_At the
Lake

Kr1_Illinois
Alumni Event
1929

Ja14_9_New York
City

Ba5_6_Honeymoon
2

Su7_5_Mt. Rainer
Natl Park

Kr1_ISD
Bicentennial

Ja14_10_Beach

Ba5_4_Honeymoon
in New England

Ar20_Carlsbad
Su5_7_Fairgrounds Caverns

Ba5_2_Hotel in
Northhampton

Su9_4_Zoo

Ar11_Mazathan

Su9_5_Coastline
outing

Ar10_Mazathan

Kr1_Lincoln's Ja14_5_Washington
Cemetery
DC
Kr1_Niagara
Falls

Ja14_2_Through the
Rockies
Ba2_2_Fun Park

Ar23_Convention in
Albuquerque

Ar22_Trip to
Su7_3_Ferry bridge Mexico

Ar4_Car Racing

Ja5_2_NAD
Kr1_New Sale Convention and
Village
Churchill Downs

Ar12_Torren

Kr1_Steamer
Cayagua

Ar13_2_Airport

Ja5_3_Deaf
Gathering

Ja5_4_Visiting
Kr1_City Hall- Lincoln National
Toronto
Historical Park

Ar13_1_Amusement
Park

Kr1_Orange
Walk
Kr1_Parade
Kr1_Wax
Exhibit
Kr1_Wonder
Castle
Kr1_Sail
across Lake
Ontario
Kr1_Bus from
Queenstown to
Niagara
Kr1_Al
Capone's
House
Kr1_Cuba Trip
1938
Kr1_Mardi
Gras NOLA
1938
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Kr1_New York
World Festival

Different Sites of Performance
This category documents the places where the informal to formal performative
nature of deaf people were conducted and manifested on film. Deaf residential schools,
starting with the American School for the Deaf in Hartford, CT established in 1817, were
(and still are) prominent sites of performance for many deaf as they spent most of their
life at these schools with lengthy holidays such as Christmas and Summer break as the
only time away from these deaf centers. These “residential schools nourished the
foundations of the American deaf community” and “produced a core of educated deaf
adults who shared a common language and similar experiences” (Crouch and Van Cleve,
47).

At these residential schools, students learned from their older deaf counterparts
whether they were students, teachers, headmasters, or dormitory counselors and in turn
passed on similar knowledge to the next generations. As you will be able to see in this
image of a diagram of a typical residential school for the deaf in the U.S. which offers an
image of what most deaf residential schools looked like and how their campuses were
structured. They are boarding schools in every sense. But if you look at the image a bit
closer, you will be able to see how the blueprint of the campus fostered the performances
of deaf people at the school by having a point of center for different personnel on campus
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to congregate. Various examples of deaf people’s use of their spaces within the confines
of their deaf schools can be viewed here: Kr1_Indiana School for the Deaf, Kr1_Touring
a Deaf School, Ja14_6_Gallaudet College, Ba2_1_MKSD, Su9_1_Oregon School for the
Deaf, and Ar25_2_Letty's Graduation at NMSD to list a few.

Figure 23
Su9_1_Oregon School for the Deaf

By utilizing the shared spaces, it allowed them to engage in performance making
activities such as sharing of stories and experiences, and to experiment with their
language creativity. The same can be said of deaf clubs, a prominent deaf centre in the
early to middle parts of the twentieth century, where deaf people were patrons and
organizers. Many clubs were actual brick and mortar establishments and hosted many
different types of events for the deaf members and their guests. Padden and Humphries
recognized Deaf clubs as “a haven for newly arrived deaf people during the war years
and remained an active social center for the community,” and identified “crowds in the
clubroom, sitting around at the bar, group games at picnics, beauty contests, and popular
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entertainment: performances, songs, skits, and lectures” as typical club scenes (p. 73).
Supalla, Jacobs and Arellano captured some activities that went down at these deaf clubs;
Su5_11_Deaf Club, Ja2_1_Chess Club, Ar23_ Deaf Club. Such activities that were
common in deaf clubs were performances, lectures, playing cards or games, dancing,
drinking, and socializing. They all were captured in their own essences by different
filmmakers.

Figure 24
Ar23_Deaf Club

Churches also can serve as makeshift deaf clubs as many deaf during that time
attended church and were active participants in weekly or special events as you can see in
a couple of clips from the Arellano collection (Ar21_2_Church and Ar28_1_Church).

Table 20
Different
Sites of
Performance

Krauel

Jacobs

Bahan

Spanbauer

Supalla

Arellano

Deaf Schools

Yes

Yes

Yes

x

Yes

Yes

Deaf Clubs

Yes

Yes

x

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Home

x

Yes

Yes

Yes

Other

Sporting, School
Tours, Alumni
Events

House Party,
International
Games of Deaf By the water

School Notes

Calif SD,
Gallaudet.
Indiana SD,
Gov. Baxter
Illinois SD, Cuba School
Deaf School,
(Maine),
Florida SD
Michigan SD

Notes:

Krauel captured
many sites of
performance of
deaf people
through his
travels and
filmmaking. He
made several
emphasis to
document Deaf
centered sites.

Yes

Yes

Family business
(Nursery)
Farm

MKSD, Gallaudet N/A

The Bahan family
documented their
local deaf school
in New Jersey and
when their son
Jacobs through enrolled at
his travels had Gallaudet. The
accounts of his family also
stops at
extensively filmed
different deaf their time by
sites- deaf
different bodies of
schools.
water.

Most of the
Spanbauer
footages
showed their
home lives and
performances
from within.

Church

Washington
SD, South
Dakota SD,
Oregon SD

NMSD

The Supallas
documented
various deaf
centered sites
during their
family travels
including deaf
schools

Most of the
performative
sites in the
Arellano
collection
involved
schools,
deaf
gatherings
(clubs) and
church.

Table 21
Krauel

Jacobs

Bahan

Spanbauer

Supalla

Arellano

Sp1_Baby
Pauline meets
her Sister

Su_Farm Life

Ar28_1_Church

Kr1_Indiana
School for the
Deaf

Ja14_6_Gallaudet
College

Ba9_Gallaudet
College/Football

Kr1_ISD
Bicenntial

Ja14_13_Michigan
School for the Deaf

Sp1_Event at
Ba10_School Show Home

Su7_4_Family
gathering

Ar23_ Deaf Club

Ja2_1_Chess Club

Ba22_1974
Gallaudet
College/Football

Su5_4_Heading to
conference

Ar25_2_Letty's
Graduation at
NMSD

Ja2_6_Picnic at CSD

Ba5_8_Parents
house

Su5_5_South
Dakota School for
the Deaf

Ar21_2_Church

Ba2_1_MKSD

Su5_9_Deaf
gathering

Ar28_2_School
Event

Kr1_Illinois
Alumni Event
Kr1_Touring a
Deaf School

Kr1_Cuba Deaf Ja31_1_Governor
School
Baxter Deaf School

Sp1_Roses at
Home

Kr1_FSDB

Ja31_2_International
Games of Deaf

Ar27_Graduation
Su5_11_Deaf Club and Home

Kr1_Track
Meet

Ja31_3_Deaf House
Party

Su9_1_Oregon
School for the Deaf

Kr1_Old
School
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Careers
This is a yet important and perhaps undervalued category probably affording to
the historical changes that have occurred over the past few decades. This fits into the
“Deaf Expert” idea that I suggested earlier by tracking the career exploits of Deaf people
during their time. Most of the documentation were blue collar jobs as deaf people were
employed in a wide variety of occupations, depending on their training and/or family
connections to certain trades. The documented trades were made by the filmmakers to
represent the labor spirit of deaf people when they are able to secure jobs. In addition to
that, glimpses into types of career preparation programs were made available to me
through some collections.

Krauel, a printer, made sure he documented what Supalla called “profiling
individual success models” and recorded multiple success stories such as deaf businesses.
“Silent Smoke Shop” as you can see in Kr1_Storefront_chatting, is a fine example of this
project, where deaf business owners were featured along with their business which had a
“deaf signature” through its name. Supalla recognized Krauel’s contribution to the
“growing acceptance of the deaf community as a viable American subculture, deserving
recognition and respect as business owners, citizens, and consumers” (p. 78). These
documented moments were snippets of different “work ethic” that deaf people were
proud to capture and share with their fellow community members. During the early days
of home moviemaking, many deaf people took pride in representing their independent
and collective abilities to make livings for themselves and their families. More
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investigation and analysis will need to be made down the road about the political
economic nature of their activities and what kind of values were truly manifested through
the films.

Yet another wonderful example of the deaf ecosystem that existed and still exists
can be seen in this clip, Kr1_Deaf Barber Business, where deaf consumers eagerly waited
to check out new deaf barbershop. The Spanbauers also afforded us a look into business
ownership of a deaf family which probably was a rarity these days as he ran a nursery
business. From the footage I was privy to, it gave me a nice quick look into their
operations (Sp1_Spanbauer Business). Additional footage such as Sp1_Working in
Greenhouse-Kids allowed me to see how the family was intimately involved in the
business and grew up helping their father.

Figure 24
Kr1_Deaf Barber Business
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The Jacobs collection also documented the different careers, and career training
programs, that were offered at that time at the California School for the Deaf (CSD) in
Berkeley a stone’s toss from the University of California campus. In the Performances
and Literature section I will talk more about the film of CSD Jacobs produced that I
viewed as an outlet for representing various kinds of performances. The short film
tracked as much academic and vocational programs at CSD which also occurred in most
of the deaf schools in America during that time. It was with little surprise that when we
were at war in the early to mid-twentieth century, many deaf people stepped up and filled
up the spots since vacated by these who went overseas to fight in Europe and the Pacific.
Crouch and Van Cleve explained that “the role of residential schools in preparing deaf
studies for employment was a key issue... the publicly supported residential institutions in
the United States offered a substantial variety of vocational trades to their students” (p.
160). Deaf people were taught trade skills as you can see through these clips;
Ja11_5_Cabinet shop, Ja11_6_Print shop, Ja11_7_Shoe shop, and Ja11_10_Sewing shop.
These footages accurately reflects some type of trade/craft that deaf people studies and
honed like you can see in the Supalla farming footages and a clip of Bahan’s work place
at the GE factory where he worked as a machinist (Ba2_GE Shop). Beyond vocational
training, students who performed/scored better academically were groomed for further
education after graduation like heading to college, more likely, to Gallaudet College in
Washington, DC.
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Figure 25
Ba2_GE Shop

Not to let this become lost in translation, it is also important to underscore the
documentation and presence of deaf teachers as they became increasingly rare as the
years progressed by in the Twentieth century, as this clip Ja11_4_Signing teacher showed
a deaf teacher teaching algebra in sign language. You can view the second half of this
clip, Ja11_3_Teaching-Academic depts, to see how many subjects were taught by hearing
teachers using the oral method. So for deaf teachers or teachers who use sign language as
they teach academic subjects this is significant for me, and should be for any deaf person
who happens upon these footages, as it showed that any subject and skill can be taught in
sign language which challenged the growing belief that sign language impedes deaf from
success and their roles as full functioning citizens. It also offers me and other viewers a
rare glimpse into the pedagogical workings of these educators.

An early (if not earliest) pedagogical look, through the textualization of sign
language, can be traced back to Memories of Old Hartford told by John B. Hotchkiss in
The Gallaudet Lecture Film series produced by the National Association of the Deaf. If
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you view segments 20 thru 29 (Link: Hotchkiss on Clerc's teaching method), you will see
how America’s first deaf educator emphasized the exercising and use of both languages
for his deaf pupils by emphasizing the proper ordering of the written words and
elaborating on their meanings in sign language. There you have the very foundation of
the bilingual method which has been practiced for centuries now. This certainly lends
more importance to being engaged with our historical artifacts as the documented and
embedded information adds to the deaf epistemology.

Table 22
Career
Related

Krauel

Jacobs

Bahan

Spanbauer

Supalla

Arellano

Deaf
Businesses Yes

x

x

Yes

Yes

x

Occupation Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

x

Nursery,
Greenhouse

Farm work, Science Priesthood
Related
as career?

Other

Notes:

School
related
career
training,
Shaver,
Barber,
Hotel,
Weather
Strips,
Cigars

School related career
training, School
administrators,
Sewing, Baking,
Barbering,
Shoemaking,
Cabinetmaking,
Printing, Cafeteria
work, Horticulture,
Sewing
GE Shop

deaf owned
businesses
or deaf
working in
industry

Supalla was a
farmer, so was his
Limited
brothers, so there
Jacobs documented insight into Spanbauer owned
was lots of
lots of careers in
careers but his
documenting on
training when he
Bahan was a Nursery/Greenhouse farm life and the
filmed the California machinist
business so there
work involved
School for the Deaf by
were some glimpses including operating
series in 1943
profession into that
machineries
N/A

Table 23
Krauel

Jacobs

Ja11_1_ Older kid
Kr1_Storefront_chatting waking up kids
Kr1_Storefront 2

Bahan

Spanbauer

Supalla

Sp1_Working
in Greenhouse- Su1_8_Supalla at
Ba2_GE Shop Kids
work

Ja11_2_Cafeteria

Sp1_Spanbauer Su1_9_Supalla at
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Arellano
Ar21_1_Padre
signing

work

Business

work 2

Kr1_Plane toys created Ja11_3_Teachingby 11 yr boy
Academic depts

Su1_15_Farm
bookkeeping

Kr1_Deaf Barber
Business

Ja11_4_Signing
teacher

Su1_14_Tilling
field

Kr1_Deaf Shaver

Ja11_5_Cabinet shop

Su1_13_Processing
grain

Kr1_Deaf work at Hotel Ja11_6_Print shop

Su1_12_Harvesting
and Storing Corn

Kr1_School and Career Ja11_7_Shoe shop

Su1_11_Supalla at
work 4

Ja11_8_Barber shop

Su1_1_Supalla at
work 3

Ja11_9_Bakery shop

Su7_2_Dam

Ja11_10_Sewing
shop

Su5_2_Sheep
shearing

Ja11_11_Horticulture
shop

Su9_3_Science Fair

Ja11_12_Deaf deans

Performances and Literature
A bit earlier, I discussed deaf clubs as a place of performance for deaf people,
further validation of the club as a site was made by Padden and Humphries’ when they
identified signed performance as a mainstay of the “club festivities,” and it was through
the viewing of “old home movies” they were able to make judgments about the “social
activities” of deaf people (p. 73). Performance for deaf people usually mean storytelling
(including the telling of jokes), singing in 1-2-3 rhymes, and/or engaging in more
physical form of performances, also known as Visual Vernacular, a word given to the
“genre” due to its combined use of gesture and mime.
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The data I got from these collections showed me plenty about the types of
performance and confirmed what types of performances were captured (and appreciated
by deaf folks). Beyond the obvious functions of storytelling, I also saw how travelogues
became a mode of performance for most of the filmmakers as they documented their
voyages in simplistic to creative ways. Jacobs got creative with his approach by using a
map to document his road trips from point A to B (Ja8_4 Use of Map). Most travelogues
were accompanied by narration by the filmmakers themselves, or their spouses, family
members and friends. Travelogues also afforded viewers an extended and real look at the
journeys of the filmmakers as legendary playwright Thomas Meehan remarked in his
1971 New York Times article that the “only time in all of those years that I got an
authentic view of a faraway place was while watching one of the FitzPatrick travelogues
on Saturday afternoon.”

An alternative to travelogues would be narrations of journeys as you can see from
the Spanbauer clip Sp1_Sam Voto's Europe Trip where a gentleman named Sam Voto, a
family friend, gave a narrated performance (with some show and tell) about his travels in
Europe. I had the opportunity to confirm with Spanbauer’s daughter, Pauline, about his
father’s home movie hobby as she explained that some footages her dad captured were
used to showcase deaf talent in their makeshift basement movie theater where local
friends were occasionally invited to view the movies.
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Dances seemed to be a commonly recorded activity in my collection as they
showed deaf people partying and enjoying each other’s company (Sp1_Birthday and
Dancing). One unique feature of deaf people dancing, and conversing is to give viewers
an idea of what kind of conversations they are engaged in. Acting of roles is also
prominent in the movies with different “actors” taking on roles in order to provide added
entertainment value to the patrons and to allow for these moments to be documented by
the filmmakers. Filmic storytelling is one of these performances that can be found on film
beyond the narrations as filmmakers display their creative talent and juice by compiling
footage of family members or friends lending their presence in different places with
cover screens such as “Movietone News.”

Deaf people didn’t just dance, they also participated in songs or signed patriotic
songs such as the Star Spangled Banner and God Bless America as you can see in these
clips (Ja2_4_God Bless America Rendition, Kr1_Star Spangled Banner in English and
ASL, Su_The American Flag). Supalla noted that Krauel decided that the capturing of
songs or recitals on film was a perfect medium for “preserving the beauty of sign
language” (p. 42). For Supalla, through the work of Krauel, “the literature of the deaf
community is kept alive through performances of sign songs, ASL poetry, and
storytelling” (p. 55). This is a great way for deaf people to realize the role songs played in
the deaf community in a historical sense as there are debates about the role of songs in
our culture. Some look it as an unnatural borrowing of genre or medium for signed
creativity while some insist it's always been a part of the poetics of sign language. So, for
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this to show up prominently in some collections only confirms what we have been
wondering, especially from a very communal level.

Figure 26
Su_The American Flag

The rest of the collections offered up varying narratives and speeches, which I
recognize as performances and literature, covering many types of events and activities
such as graduation, sign language use in church, and narrating of craft to mention a few.
In these collections you can see narrators narrate or create visual offerings about farm
life, about the dams they built, and the machineries that they operate, or about the hail
that struck down on their fields (Su1_7_Supalla narrating about corn, Su2_1_Supalla
narrating about wheat, Su2_2_Supalla narrating 2). Krauel and Jacobs captured some
formal speeches by distinguished deaf individuals such as Daniel Cloud (Kr1_Daniel
Cloud Presenting), a possible relative of James Cloud who was one of the signers in the
Gallaudet Lecture Films) given they are both from Illinois and attended the same deaf
school. This Ja2_3_Banquet Speech clip was a nice capture by Jacobs as it showed
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several deaf speaking which showed their elocutionary skills which is still important
today as deaf students are encouraged to polish up their public presenting skills as it is
considered a skill that is imperative for one’s professional development.

Figure 27
Kr1_Daniel Cloud Presenting

Regarding a full or mini feature film as performance and possibly literature,
Jacobs engaged in a project which I considered to be unique in its day by producing an
approximately 30-minute length film of his alma mater the California School for the Deaf
(located in Berkeley at that time), which my grandfather, parents, my sisters and I also
attended and graduated from. He created a documentary of a full day at the school
through the performance of students, staff and teachers. The school superintendent even
chipped in a nice introductory commentary at the beginning of the film. Jacobs was able
to track the daily life at the school by filming students conducting their daily activities at
the school, and also covered most of the departments and programs at the school
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including prominent deaf role models such as deaf deans of the school (who happened to
be spouses as well).

The clips afforded me an extended look into a history I been told about through
the oral tradition, along with frozen-in-time visual documentations, about my school and
the kind of activities occurred there. To add some personal value to this important
project, I was surprised to spot my grandfather, Eric F. Malzkuhn, in this clip Ja2_6 Eric
Malzkuhn, at a picnic (or outdoor event). This discovery was so striking to me in several
ways; firstly, it was the first time I saw my grandpa this young on film and secondly, it
confirmed the family tale that he smoked a pipe and was quite inseparable from it (he
stopped before I was born). Thirdly, it afforded me a glimpse into the colloquial use of
ASL between him and his peers at a certain age, and finally, it was the first time I saw my
grandpa move around without a cane (he was afflicted with polio later in life after the
birth of his first two sons) which was a big deal to me. It underscores the importance of
these home movies even to people outside of the family unit like me who still stood to
benefit from the documented moments which certainly involved multiple actors.
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Figure 28
Ja2_6 Eric Malzkuhn

Table 24
Performances
& Literature
Stories

Krauel
Yes

Jacobs

Bahan

Spanbauer
Yes

Supalla
Yes

Arellano

Yes

x

Yes

Travelogues,
Adventures,
Type of stories Speech

Travelogues,
A Day at
CSD, Video
Journals

Narrative-Sam Travelogues,
Travelogues Voto's Europe Translated-The
N/A
Trip
American Flag

Travelogues
Narrative

Performances

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Type of
performances

Dancing,
Songs,
Lectures, Stage
Performance,
Pageant,
Beauty Contest

Movies,
Acting,
Singing,
Lectures,
Speech

Dancing,
Acting

Dancing,
Reporting,
Tribute,
Acting

Scientific show

Graduation
Speech, Dancing,
Singing

Other

Pageant and
Games

Expanded
Analysis

Krauel in his
travels and
documentations
made a point to
capture
different
essences of
deaf
performances
and literature
which offers us
valuable
insights into
the literary and
performative
activities of
deaf people on
different levels.
What is great
about his

The Supallas were
also heavily
invested in
performances and
literature as a
family through
their narratives of
their family and
career life. They
also put value in
creative literature
as evident through
the American flag
story and the
puppet show.

Arellanos
collection showed
moments of
leisure which then
made it easy to
find footage of
performance and
literature value
such as dancing,
singing all among
a signed/deaf
context.

Deaf News
Illinois
Jacobs in his
efforts,
captured many
elements of
deaf literature
and
performances
through his
travels and
attendances to
conventions.
He also
indulged
himself in
some creative
performance
work by
playing with
video
storytelling.

Bahan as a
family
captured
some
moments of
his son's
performances
at school and
during some
leisure
activities.
Some of
these
moments
were scripted
(intentional
and
prepared)
and some
were
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Spanbauer
was an avid
community
documentarian
so it made
sense given
the limited
collection to
see different
aesthetic
qualities he
worked into
his
productions
such as
camera angles,
and the types
of
performances
he chose such

collection is
that it captured
several
prominent deaf
community
figures signing
which is very
rare to find.
Also his
documentation
shows different
kinds of genres
that are
potentially
there during his
time in history

He produced unscripted
some what he (unprepared).
called
movietone
news to
chronicle and
highlight his
travels around
America and
the world. It
was especially
unique given
the aesthetic
additions he
made to his
craft.

as family fun
and
celebrations to
deaf related
news
informing his
communities
of other deaf's
doings.

Table 25
Krauel

Jacobs

Bahan

Spanbauer
Sp1_Sam
Voto's
Europe Trip

Supalla

Arellano

Kr1_Kannapel
l Signing
M Ja11_CSD 1

Ba10_School
M Show

Su_The American
Ar13_3_Kids
M Flag
M Dancing
U

Kr1_Toronto's
Centre Islandgamespageant
U Ja12_CSD 2

Su1_7_Supalla
Ba5_5_Loading
Sp1_Deaf
narrating about
M Car
M News Illinois M corn

Ar24_Dancin
M g
U

Kr1_Old
Timers

Ja15_1_Video
U Journal 1

Sp1_Weddin
Su2_1_Supalla
Ba14_6_Playing
g
narrating about
M and Dancing
U Anniversary M wheat

Ar21_1_Padr
M e Signing
M

Kr1_A Stage
Performance

Ja15_2_Video
Journal 2
Hoover Dam
and Grand
M Canyon

Ba14_5_Posing
Sp1_Dancing
Su1_Farming in
M and Walking
M and Family M Minn #2

Ar28_1_Choi
M r
U

Kr1_Star
Spangled
Banner in
English and
ASL

Sp1_Birthda
Ja1_2_acobs
Ba18_1_Dancin
y and
Su2_2_Supalla
M Movietone news M g Ben
U Dancing
M narrating 2

Ar26_Letty's
Graduation
M Speech
M

Kr1_Typolog
y of
Information
about Deaf
Ja2_3_Banquet
Schools
M Speech

M

Su2_Farming in
Minn #1

M

Kr1_Senior
Pupils
whispering
Hope

Ja2_4_God
Bless America
M Rendition

U

Su3_1_Filming

M

Kr1_Daniel
Cloud
Presenting

Ja2_5_Colloquia
l ASL in 1945M western
U

Su3_6_Performin U
g dog
?

Kr1_Deaf
Beauty

Ja5_5_Otto
M Berg Deaf

Su3_7_Puppet
show

M
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U
?

Contest

Pastor?

Ja8_3_Back to
Kr1_Pervical
work-kids
Hall speaking M excited
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Figure 29
Developed and Created by Matthew Malzkuhn
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This leads me back to the new paradigm model I offered in Chapter 2 on the
three-tiered relationship that can found in home movies. After hours of in-depth analysis,
my understanding has shifted a bit as it is now clearer to me that a new perspective
needed to be offered about these films based on Motive, Lens and Values. While they do
not differ much from my original model, I saw that the emphasis needs to be towards the
motive which I saw as reason for documenting sign language as text as captured through
the lens of the deaf signing filmmaker in which values can be shared and appreciated by
the viewership. It allows for a collective way to share common experiences and memory
that embodied deaf culture at specific times in history. Furthermore, it is precisely this
model that helped unlock one of the functions of home movie making as you can see in
the image below (Figure 30).

Figure 30
Developed and Created by Matthew Malzkuhn and Ted Supalla
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These home movies were early days social media tools that deaf people fully
utilized through the natural visual relationship between moving picture films and sign
language. We should not think about social media in a too contemporary way such as
Facebook or Instagram where people can instantly share their thoughts or moments.
Social media and the types of usage (or definitions) have evolved greatly. What people
had access to back in the day is not the same as what people have today however I
wanted to address the basic functions of making information available to their friends or
families with the purpose of sharing news, knowledge, and experiences to mention a few.

Deaf people, such as Veditz, saw the opportunity for their language, and more
importantly, their thoughts and knowledge to be shared through the filmic medium. For
organizations such as the NAD and their films, it was done through small scale
distribution and mailing of films to deaf clubs or schools for them to be played to the
community members there. For more local and grassroots communities it was done
locally and occurred either at deaf clubs or filmmakers’ houses. It is hard to frame it as
anything else than social media because it was the purpose of some filmmakers to
document moments in order to make them shareable. If it was not for social media
purposes, it is simply documentation of family or personal moments that can be revisited
later, taking them a few million frames beyond the static stillness of the photograph.
These moving pictures are the backbone of the direct mode of representation and the
spotlighting of deaf values as shown through the analysis of values shown on film.
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For the sake of contrasting and in order to further realize the uniqueness of
signing based home movies you can take a look at different selected clips I got from the
Center for Home Movies to get some insights into the differences between deaf-signing
based and hearing collections. Most of these collections were travelogues which is
definitely a popular way to utilize the movie camera at the time, a value also shared by
deaf filmmakers.

Table 26

Collection Name
Barstow Travel
Collection

E. Hoffmann
Collection

Wallace Kelly
Collection

R.K. Ketcham
Collection

Arthur Smith
Collection

G.W. Struble
Collection

Link

Years

https://archive.org/details/TheAdventureOfTheGallopingGeese

1936

https://archive.org/details/barstow_1962_seattle_worlds_fair_olympic_nat_park

1962

https://archive.org/details/1929TripCalOaklandBigTreesLakeTahoe

1929

https://archive.org/details/1935BabeRuthBiddleBillWintzEwdPriceBoatSucyFootball

1935

https://archive.org/details/KellyScrapBook

1930’s

https://archive.org/details/FamilyTripWest

1939

https://archive.org/details/KetchamHomeMovies1936EarlyDays

1936

https://archive.org/details/KetchamHomeMovies1972Family

1972

https://archive.org/details/ArthurH.Smith-TheCityOfSanFrancisco

1936

https://archive.org/details/ArthurH.Smith-AfterSantaLeaves

1942

https://archive.org/details/Pazzetti03

1924

https://archive.org/details/Pazzetti01

1927
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It should be noted that all the films in the collection are silent film and you can
see how they differ from the deaf-made versions. The major and most explicit difference
would be the absence of language being textualized on film in the hearing based
collections as filmmakers resorted to different “printed” or “visual” creative mediums to
add meaning to their bodies of work. Given the historical struggles of deaf people to
achieve levels of self-representation whether it is career related, life experiences, or
creating policies that benefit them to mention a few, it was refreshing to see how home
movies can be an effective tool for them to share their views about the “self” and their
ideas about what life should be for them even if it barely differed from their hearing
neighbors/counterparts.

On the Role and Presence of Disability
My final central question regarding the role of disability in deaf people’s daily
representation of their lives and cultural activities were answered when I analyzed my
data. My results showed just one instance of an individual making a reference to her
deafness when she questioned how nice the sound of Niagara Falls would sound if she
was hearing (Kr_Niagara Falls). This is after going through roughly 2,185 minutes (36+
hours’ worth) of footage I will say I have not seen any notion of disability play a real role
in these films. No instance of deaf people being concerned about or addressing their
perceived disability was seen in any of the collections. We should keep in mind that these
home movies were 100% independently produced and paid for by the filmmakers
themselves. There was not unlimited film for them to simply capture everything or every
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thought they had so moments were more likely to be selected with the purpose to
document them. For the families in my collection the context within the films did not
point anywhere close to deaf people framing themselves as a disability group nor did they
believe they were as individuals.

To further the point, Supalla offered some commentary on the political climate in
America (1955-1956), Su4_2 Political Commentary, which he was seated reading the
newspaper and commented that the “republicans were peddling lies in the news and
deceiving the people.” Although he said, “he believed the republicans will win next year,
it's because the voters took their positivity at face value without understanding the issues
that plagued people in America like shaky employment and possibilities of losing their
homes if they are no longer employed due to mounting bills.” This gave me a glimpse
into the knowledge and interests of deaf people regarding various social and political
issues at that time. Granted there are more explorations to be made in regard to deaf
people’s political beliefs and motivations during their times. Ted Supalla did mention to
me that his father was quite active in local politics and attempted to run for office as a
representative once so there is some intriguing area of exploration regarding deaf
people’s political and social engagement.

This could easily fit into the historical struggle deaf people have endured when it
came to protecting their language and culture, and the counter ideologies deaf leaders
illuminated through their advocacy or the publishing of knowledge in sign language. This
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metaphor/allegory titled The Lady and the Cake narrated by Robert P. McGregor, the first
president of the National Association of the Deaf (NAD), provided a nice perspective
from the deaf lens regarding the pedagogical philosophies of hearing educators during his
time. The NAD was established, on the 25th of August 1880, partly in response to the
upcoming resolution which was passed by the Second International Congress on the
Education of the Deaf held in Milan in September of 1880. The Milan International
Congress as it was also known as passed the resolution to ban sign language in schools
“almost unanimously, the numbers in its favor being about 160, as nearly as could be
ascertained; and the dissentients 4” (Kinsey, p. 20). The four dissentients happened to be
all Americans in attendance (the fifth American delegate, deaf himself, was denied access
to the conference as there were no interpreter available) and they were one hundred
percent in favor of the manual method (sign language) as the language of instruction for
deaf pupils. The resolution passed at the Milan Congress produced such a ripple effect on
signed instruction in Europe and caused the destruction of many signed languages at that
time however deaf education in America were not as profoundly unaffected for the next
thirty plus years.

The story that Mr. McGregor told was based on the saying “let them eat cake”
which was attributed to Marie Antoinette which McGregor framed as hearing educators
thinking they are doing deaf people a service by providing what they thought was best for
deaf people from a linguistic-pedagogical perspective. It did not matter that deaf people
asked for bread (sign language) and probably autonomy as the hearing educators believed
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they possessed a special enlightenment for what would benefit the deaf and pushed their
alternatives on the people. This kind of benevolent paternalism was and still is rampant in
the upper ranks of policy making and education, astutely described by Valentine in
Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet: Benevolent Paternalism and the Origins of the American
Asylum as a belief that the “less fortunate Americans should willingly defer to the
paternalism of a select, highly educated, and socially prominent few whom God had
chosen to lead them” (p. 58). Harlan Lane also offered an in-depth analysis and framed
paternalism as attitudes and actions that “places its beneficiaries in a dependent relation
and keeps them dependent for its own psychological and economic interest, (and it)
deprives its beneficiaries of their history and therefore of the possible lives they can
envision” (The Mask of Benevolence, p. 39). Lane went even further to describe it as the
corrupting “of the oppressed minority, forming a class who conspire with the authority to
maintain the status quo” and when “allowed to endure, paternalism instills the
benefactor’s values in the beneficiary- the oppression is internalized” (p. 39).

The reason I cited these film sources is the purpose they brought to their viewers,
past, present, and future, about what it means to be deaf and how their views on language
use should be shared and emphasized. In the middle of language politics there are plenty
of room for contextual understanding as well which I am more interested in because it
reflects the attitudes and values of the deaf folk during their time. The same paternalistic
attitudes as described by McGregor and other analyses of the deaf experience is among
the core of the deaf studies discourse about their struggles and marginalization. I want to
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take this time to utilize the work of two original ASL literature stories (videos) to mirror
the societal weight placed on the notion of disability, or the idea of being broken, a
struggle that typically comes out of the educational and policy arena which have
colonized the fields of deaf studies and history based on their over reliance on the printed
sources For A Decent Living, by Sam Supalla and Bird of a Different Feather, by Ben
Bahan gave us a two distinct separate plot lines that we can understand as a significant
epistemological divide in terms of the deaf identity. Bahan's fable, Bird of a Different
Feather, gives viewers a mirror like real life journey of deaf people who were born into
hearing families by using eagles and a bird as contrast to the physical and cultural
differences that occurs. Instead of embracing the differences, the family looked for ways
to cure the “difference.” The bird “child” was then subjected to different methods that
inevitably alienated him and pushed him further from his family and his common people.

Bahan’s story is by far the most popular, and most contemporary, of the two and
has been repeatedly used as a benchmark for excellent creative storytelling which is a
tribute to the mastery of Bahan’s storytelling abilities however I want to move past the
aesthetic qualities and consider the message which informed the viewers of the
character’s differences and its internal and external struggle for self-actualization through
the pathological experience, a dominant issue in many deaf people’s lives and most
certainly through deaf studies scholarship. The story paints a bleak picture of the bird
who tried to fit in the two distinctly different worlds and made physical adaptations in
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order to gain access and solidarity. The conclusion of the story did not bring about a
solution but only question marks regarding the future of that bird-eagle.

For A Decent Living took viewers on a different journey, a true story, through a
young deaf protagonist who ran away from an abusive alcoholic father who did not
appreciate his deafness and went to the city. There in the city his main objective was to
secure employment and met some deaf people who brought him to a deaf club to meet
deaf leaders who could help him find a job. Upon finding out that an airline
manufacturing company were hiring however deaf people have not succeeded in gaining
employment there. Undeterred, he decided to apply for the job but was rejected multiple
times. But he would not give up and at last the company finally relented and hired him.
He, then, proved to be an excellent employee however a work site accident almost took
his life but he came back to work much to the shock and delight of his hearing coworkers.
His persistence and high work ethic opened the door for more deaf people to gain
employment at the airline factory.

The stark differences between these two stories offered me an in-depth insight
into the epistemological bearings of the deaf community and trickle-down effects of
certain knowledge or lack thereof. The home movies by deaf people astutely fits into the
For a Decent Living narrative which represents the deftness and survivalist tendencies
that was the narrative of the community from the grassroots perspective. It was more
about maximizing the abilities and creativity of the deaf individual rather utilizing the
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pathological-pedagogical meaning of deafness as embodiments and narratives of their
experience.

Ted Supalla pointed to Padden’s description of the “historical struggle deaf
people had in promoting deaf culture” as:
“To use a cultural definition is not only to assert a new frame of reference,
but to consciously reject an older one. The medical definition is predicated on
repair and replacement; it sees the past as littered with failure and ignorance. The
cultural definition subscribes to an ideal of equality, that all languages and
cultures are equal because they are adaptations to the conditions of life. The
cultural definition sees the past as a rich resource, making the present possible"
(27).

For Supalla, Charles Krauel was “a contributor to the acceptance of this cultural
definition of deafness, (and) the examination of his films shows cohesion among deaf
people in all areas of the country and with varying socio-economic status” (p. 27).

While these home movies represented a sharp contrast to these perceived attitudes
towards “deafness”, I am not claiming these filmmakers did not face their own challenges
whether it is attitude or a variety of barriers which they all probably have. What was
important to me was the nature of their representation and what messages or information
were deemed worthy for documentation by them. The analysis of the data in my
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collections certainly added enough strength to this case that the disability identity is
muted when deaf people are in the heart of the mode of production of self-representation.
There is so much more that they wanted to document and share beyond their perceived
status as people with disabilities. In this sense, deaf people were and still are as much
citizens of this country as the people around them so values are definitely shared and
celebrated together. The only major variant in this perspective is the presence of language
as told through the perception and signed language of the documentarist filmmakers
during their time in history.
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CHAPTER FIVE

This chapter will touch on different ideas and discoveries that I made in this
project that could create more research opportunities for myself and hopefully others
down the road. The discoveries can vary in interest to future researchers and they are
worth discussing to paint different pictures of what is possible with home movies as
objects of scholarly inquiry. I will also attempt to add some community and literature
perspectives to the discoveries to show how home movies can be modes of analysis and a
site of cultural processes or tensions. More importantly, home movies can be more than
just a metaphor for these stories or vice versa. They can provide real life and frozen in
time look into different ways deaf people conducted their daily lives and the
extraordinary moments that they were able to partake in. This chapter can be used as a
map for my future research ambitions.

Exploration of Possible Outcomes
After spending viewed many hours of footage without seeing disability (actual or
perceived) play prominent roles in deaf people’s mode of productions. It is still possible
they were inspired by the perceived or enforced limitations that they set out to offset it
through creative methods of representation. I will say this is hardly unique as history has
shown us repeatedly how repressed groups find different creative outlets to reflect their
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motives or modes of resistance in the face of external ideas about what they are. The
documentary, Charles Krauel: A Profile of a Deaf Filmmaker was the first of its kind to
take a look into home moviemaking as a cultural practice among the deaf folk. The
filmmaker’s focus was centered around their daily lives; celebrations, material
ownership, travelogues and many more.

The deaf community, as a culture outside of the mainstream American culture,
and their home movies potentially can show how an “outsider” culture continues to share
and pursue the same American/life dreams the way the mainstream culture does. By
utilizing Krauel’s work as foundation for my data structure, it afforded me a checklist of
sorts as I processed footages of other collections which was most useful. More
importantly, it gave me a new model beyond the traditional deaf studies texts and
traditions to work with which certainly gave me a new lens, a non-disabling one. In these
films, I saw so much more that been long deprived from many deaf people’s
consciousness and even simple awareness. I saw a way of life that extends beyond the
simplistic pathological diagnoses of deafness through the complexities, prosperity, and
pride of their daily lives and their independent efforts to document these moments, to
textualize them along with their invaluable tool, sign language.

In addition to discussing my central questions, I also want to bring forth several
new questions or thoughts that emerged during this project which I thought will be
intriguing to pursue down the road, either by me or by others who will be interested in
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looking at deaf made home movies as a valid object of study. Every time I talk to people,
regardless of whether they are grassroots or professional, I find myself emphasizing the
intent for this project, in educating others about the importance of preserving these filmic
artifacts. When I presented some of my data at the “Orphan Film Symposium” hosted by
New York University Tisch School of the Arts in 2018, I had the opportunity to converse
with likeminded professionals and they could not stop emphasizing that no matter what
we do with the content, in modernizing them (i.e. converting into digital copies, etc.), we
are never to discard the original content. The film in its originality retains the memories
from the lens of the filmmakers. The embedded memories are of the people hence my
steadfast emphasis that these films belong to them and hopefully this process will
motivate more people, deaf and hearing, to value them by preserving them. With the
heightened value placed on their footages they may feel empowered to share their
memories with others. When awareness about the existence and the significance of these
artifacts are being raised, the opportunity to revitalize them becomes possible and very
real. The revitalization effort will then lend plenty of credibility to the formulation of
methods used to validate these artifacts as worthy of scholarly inquiry.

Main Summarizations of My Findings
My work with these home movies has unlocked many things in my mind and for
my continued commitment to conduct positive and productive research on the cultural
values and performance of deaf people during their time. It is my hope that I will be
joined by many others who are interested in the scope of this project to allow the ideas
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and discussion to grow and possibly evolve to benefit the deaf community with the core
mission to give back to the community the new discoveries, perspectives and
appreciation for our historical artifacts. For this section I will highlight and summarize
my findings and what my data informed me about.

From within my data collection, I saw many values being documented by each
family that had their motivations and ideas thoroughly validate this project. The values
that deaf people hold dear or thought were important to document paved the way for the
theme based categories I was able to develop as a model for future research efforts to
utilize as possible foundation and guide for data processing and reading. The categories
told me plenty about what deaf people chose to document as they made sure to showcase
their material possessions because they were proud of them, and quite clearly, their
purchasing power. Cars and houses were very common in all collections as deaf
filmmakers made sure these instances were emphasized by having owners talk about their
objects and even went the length to include comments from others that spotlighted the
objects.

Deaf people’s presence in place was a very powerful message for me because it
showed me how well travelled they were and how they made plenty of points to
document these places whether they are landmarks, national/state/local parks, and
buildings among others. For example, Supalla discovered through his interview with
Krauel that the filmmaker meticulously made efforts to capture all the landmarks in his
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travels especially hotels because by documenting them it was visual proof of sorts that he
and his fellow travelers actually were there. This is a legit message for anybody who take
the time to view different footage as to consider the significance of being at a place
during that moment in history. The Krauel Cuba trip in 1938 was a prime example of
deaf people going abroad and to a place where there is much more difficulty travelling to
today. The situation and politics in Cuba had changed so much in the past 80 years that it
becomes more special for viewers to see moments like that and possibly learn something
from them.

Different Sites of Performance was equally important because from within this
category I was able to see many different sites where deaf people congregated for
different purposes. Many of these places were talked about in our community such as
deaf schools and clubs. I have personally visited some of them so it was amazing to see
these places in certain times in history and whether they remained the same or not. The
additional commentary about these sites were useful for further analysis of the purpose
for being there. Careers for me was also a key category and offers plenty of opportunity
for deeper analysis down the road regarding the vocational and career skills of deaf
people during their time. It also provides us with a direct look at their workplaces and
possibly captures different dynamics between them and their co-workers, deaf or hearing.
This can definitely add to the community consciousness about how deaf people came
about to acquire skills for these trades and how they managed to secure these positions.
This is a mode of being deft at what they do.
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Speaking of deft, this is something of increased importance to me as I have
mentioned this several times in this project. I believe this, through the documented values
of deaf people and the themes I was able to analyze, is a powerful and renewed way of
putting deaf people’s modes of survival into the forefront and can be used to analyze the
more contemporary experiences to draw more balanced conclusions about the deaf
experience, and to possibly give deaf epistemology a new direction beyond the medical
and disability model. With this understanding, we can probably feel more assertive
stating that deaf people are just people who utilize a different modality (and language)
instead of referring back to the disability model as the root cause of their varied
experiences.

Deaf lens, or the eyes behind the camera, is another important discovery that was
made when I was able to evaluate the quality of narrated moments in the movies. When I
cross compared this idea with other collections that had hearing people filming deaf
people I easily saw how deaf people barely made efforts to communicate and they simply
resorted to basic gestures. This informed me how deaf people knew how pointless it was
to use sign language because the documenter is unable to understand their message, and it
is also possible they are considered “strangers” to them so they are not comfortable
enough to engage. However, with deaf filmmakers we can see a clear contrast as they
were able to elicit sign language communication from their subjects through their shared
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culture and language. Familiarity is also significant in this case and for deaf people this
usually is the case as their world is literally small.

Concluding Thoughts about my Research Questions
I was especially pleased with how the data validated my initial thoughts about the
roles of disability in two separate spheres, or spaces, of the deaf community. Have been
in the field of Deaf Studies for over twenty years now, as a student and now as a scholar,
I have always been engaged within the disability framework that has colonized and
disabled the field to the point the field hardly celebrates the talents, creativity,
intelligence, survival tendencies, motives and values of the deaf communities. The focus
is centered on disability and different modes of oppression, usually of the externalized
kinds, which have derailed the field from its main task. This very sentiment and banal
relationship between the disability framework and deafness in academia can be
understood in parts when one opens Deaf Gain: Raising the Stakes for Human Diversity
which I believe is a byproduct of the tensions from within the deaf studies scholarship.

Dirksen Bauman and Joseph Murray, co-editors of the book introduced the
framework for their book by highlighting several key areas; “Deaf” within the framework
of normalcy, Deaf within a framework of biocultural diversity, diversifying diversity: a
plurality of minds and bodies, and deaf increase/benefit/contribute/ahead. The book also
had categories that remains bound to its usual arena, academia, such as philosophical
gains, language gains, sensory gains, social gains and creative gains which made me
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consider the absence of a more communal based mode of experience. There was scarce
evidence from the book that were inclusive of deaf experience outside of the tensions of
the academic marketplace. The framework of the book was to prove the deaf value to the
world by highlighting and producing examples of their “talents” which are considered
gainful to humanity. For the field of deaf studies and the community by extension, in
order to move forward in an ever-changing landscape, it is necessary to consider the
neglected (or orphaned) parts of the deaf community and its members who share the same
common language and love for it. The field of deaf studies haven’t found a way to move
beyond the disability framework that have saddled it for the past three or four decades
since its inception.

For comparison sake, the two books on Deaf Culture authored by Carol Padden
and Tom Humphries seventeen years apart Deaf in America: Voices from A Culture
(1988) and Inside Deaf Culture offered a stark contrast in their presentation of ideas. For
the former, and as one of the pioneering books on Deaf Culture, opened with this
statement; “the traditional way of writing about Deaf people is to focus on the fact of
their condition- that they do not hear- and to interpret all other aspects of their lives as
consequences of this fact” (1). The newer book took a different direction as the authors
described it as “the second part of the promise of culture” which examines “conflicts,
tensions, and contradictions in the idea of Deaf Culture” (5). They also emphasized that
deaf people felt “besieged, controlled, and patronized, even as our remarkable sign
language is celebrated and admired in public” (7). They concluded by stating that George
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Veditz worried about sign language and its future in 1913 and we still do worry today.
They aim to “write to offer some context for how to think about Deaf people’s future
especially while science is making plans for our future as well” (9). For me it showed me
the trappings of academic research in regard to deaf and their experience as they embark
into unchartered territories with a future that appeared bleaker than it was in 1988.

While I don’t disagree that the deaf community does face an existential threat as
the world become more progressive with their ideas about human intervention at the
genetic level which is a new mask for the eugenics movement, something not addressed
enough in various intellectual discourses. It seems amiss to me that the field attempts to
combat the rapid changes in the attitudes and environment of scientific research without
being inclusive of deaf experiences beyond the academic sphere. I will state that the data
is incomplete given the exclusion of what I call “Deaf Deft”. It is not a byproduct of
simply responding to the Deaf Gain movement which has gained great acceptance in the
field but as a byproduct of actual physical data I worked with for a long time now. The
cup will always be half empty if we continue to exclude the motivations and values of
independent deaf individuals in their domestic or community work through the
filmmaking medium. In the age of “vlogs” (video version of a blog) where people can
share their ideas through their natural language through different kinds of social media
platforms, time is never riper for different practical connections to be made between the
visual mediums of the past, present and future. For me, along with the data I possess, and
different conversations I have made with deaf individuals regarding this topic, I believe
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these home movies offer the deaf community a refreshed or restored memory of the
independent agencies of deaf people themselves as they navigate their own lives as deaf
people hence lending more credence to the idea of being “deft” at what they do and in life
in general. It would be a fool’s errand not to make the survival instincts of the deaf
people themselves as evident through the modes of production they were actively
engaged in, within their own private spaces or communities, an integral part of talking
about the deaf experience. We stand to gain so much from these films that they offer the
potential for unchaining us from the disability framework that has handcuffed the deaf
studies scholarship of late.

I have examined many hours of similar home movies produced by hearing people
(or non-signers) and while some aspects of the documenting efforts were similar such as
use of film to chronicle one’s travels or journeys, or as a mode of moving visual
storytelling. The starkest contrast is the presence of language being used as a
communication tool for deaf people to convey and textualize their messages about their
social contexts. The data showed me that the performance of deaf signers in the film was
heavily dependent on the filmmaker themselves as they served as a conduit for elicitation
of information from their fellow deaf brothers and sisters. You can see how that plays
into the diagram I developed which showed the cumulative sum of lens, motives, and
values being preserved and portrayed through film as a mode of social media during that
time.
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I am acutely aware that I am more methodical in this project than I am theoretical
about what deaf made home movies can mean to deaf people and the deaf studies
scholarship. It actually is by design as there are plenty of more claims to be made on
behalf of others as they begin to engage themselves with historical materials such as this.
I am super cautious about making any claims beyond my research questions in order to
afford this excluded segment of deaf studies scholarship the opportunity to begin anew by
being driven and manifested by what its data tell us about their purposes.

Addressing the Exclusion of Sign Language as a Valid Communicative Medium
I want to go back to how Odin failed to realize the relationship between a visual
language and the medium that made it possible to document (textualize) signed
languages. For Deaf people who use sign language communication does occur throughout
the films thus affording the viewership access to information that are typically acquired
through different channels suggested by Odin such as the viewership supplying additional
commentaries about the events that occurred. Filmic texts allow for people to see all sorts
of information played on the screen which made it possible for different types of readings
to occur, so it was interesting for me to read how the communicative medium of sign
language (or gestures even) were not considered. This under explored area highlighted
the potential for further conversation and investigation about the notion of
communication and what the concept truly means. Does it mean merely considering what
was or wasn’t uttered among subjects in the film, or it looks at a more complex process of
the communicative nature, one that still produces meaning in the absence of language?
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As documented through many different ASL literature works, communication is
one of the central points in the deaf experience for obvious reasons. Several years ago
Ben Bahan and I started on a project to revisit and reframe Deaf Theory when we grew
weary of how the broader (or deeper) meaning of communication have long been
underutilized by scholars, perhaps under the assumption it is given and understood as the
dominant (and singular) mode. For example, the historical meaning of “language” comes
from the latin root word “lingua” which meant tongue which allows us to connect them to
phrases such as “mother tongue.” Furthermore, the phrase “cutting off one’s tongue”
were used to imply that one’s ability to talk will be taken away so the notion of
communication historically has always been centered around spoken languages.

The deaf made home movies certainly affords us the opportunity for more
profound consideration about the meaning and modes of communication beyond the
hearing-centric perspectives. My data have shown me how deaf made home movies
separated themselves from their hearing counterparts through the documentation and
existence of sign language. The presence of a language gave these home movies much
more meaning as moments were frequently supported with commentary from individuals
which viewers can use as added benefits for reading and analyzing these moments more
clearly. It also adds to the continued exploration of different modes and registers sign
language can be conveyed in. For the past decade, there is plenty of discussions about
different ways deaf people (and signers) can use sign language beyond the colloquial
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moments such as in academic discourse, in creating academic work and administering
academic related presentations. Different evaluative criterions were developed with the
goal to provide rubrics and ways to measure the quality of different ASL elocution skills
with the goal to elevate the status of sign language as a valid and productive modality to
conduct profound and intellectual communicating of ideas and knowledge.

The Camera as Printing Press and Film as Social Media
The Camera as Printing Press, by Christopher Krentz in Signing the Body Poetic
was probably one of the first to address film as a medium for deaf people to publish their
language, to borrow from what Veditz has proclaimed nearly a century earlier. This
concept is significant however the piece did not include home movies as printable
mediums, so this project certainly adds an extra layer to what is now accepted community
awareness. If we looked at what Krauel did with his movies it was obvious what he was
up to as he used film as an “advertising tool” to convince other deaf to attend events or
become aware about them (Supalla, p. 33). This is an essence of utilizing film the way
printed materials were used for centuries to promote or spread ideas to as many people.
Krauel was an “influencer” in his own right as much as the role increasingly play, as we
see it, in contemporary times through different social media platforms.

According to Supalla, Krauel was a rank and file member and never held
positions of leadership but instead he used film as a publishing tool and himself as an
influencer through the lens as a filmmaker to disseminate information to his community.
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This is probably the first foray into looking at the relationship between film as a tool to
print sign language and cultural activities and to use them as resources to promote the
“deaf image.” Supalla indicated that Krauel utilized his methods to project deaf people in
a positive light and to mirror their hearing counterparts as equally hard working and
independent. What we see on Instagram or Facebook today promotes such image from
people as point of reference to their self-pleasure, advocacy, and information sharing.
This function which started almost 100 years ago was no different and drastically ahead
of its time, especially with the inclusion of sign language as a tool of speaking and
elaboration.

The perfect marriage between a visual communicative medium and the inner
drive of deaf individuals and their communities were indeed manifested through the
production of their eyes and hands documented by the emerging film technology. Not
enough credit was given to the deaf for capitalizing on what benefits them instead of
accepting the negative ideological view of themselves. I am not going to claim that no
deaf people were alienated and disconnected from their own modes of production as there
certainly are many who suffered from the negative attitudes and most definitely the
explicit maneuvers to separate them from their own and their natural language. What I
want to zoom in on is their independent agency and recognize them for their savviness
and love for their language and culture that they would willingly invest considerable
amounts of money in acquiring necessary equipment and resources to document their
ways of life as seen from their viewpoint. This opens up many opportunities for future
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research to be conducted on deaf people as pioneers of modern social media as it should
be once again reminded to readers that for nearly fifty years between 1925 to 1970’s,
hence the focus of this project, deaf people was able to imprint their voice on film, a
privilege not afforded to hearing people. Deaf made home movies during these years and
so forth were never silent.

The Significance of Deaf Lens
One thing I have discovered (and realized) through this project is the underutilized and under-scrutinized look into the role of deaf lens. What I meant by deaf lens is
seeing the world or things through the deaf eye. There are examples regarding the deaf
eye, such as the PBS documentary Through the Deaf Eye being prominent of them. For
long deaf lives especially in scholarship have been defined through the hearing eyes, and
the definitions set forth by the “colonizers” were confronted and dissected as not
belonging to the people in question. This is also the purpose for including deaf lens in my
diagram. Deaf filmmakers, when they function as the eye in coordination with the camera
they are operating, invites and elicits responses from their peers, even other deaf people
they don’t know about. Two prominent examples stood out to me that would justify this
analysis; there are many instances in different collections that I viewed when deaf people
were minding their own businesses and the instant they realize they are being filmed they
start to converse or narrate towards the filmmaker which makes a strong case for how
imperative the “eye” and the presence of filmmakers who were deaf is for attracting
conversation and the ability to record the language.
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When I had the opportunity to help convert my mother’s family footages from
1950’s to 1970’s using the same equipment I converted for other families the concept of
deaf lens was made clear to me. My mother was one of two deaf girls in a hearing family
of seven and by looking at the footage of her as a child she and her sister never bothered
to sign when they were filmed but instead they chose to make different silly facial
expressions and hand gestures. When I saw some of the later footages when my mom was
older and home visiting from college she did not quite elaborate anything in signs when
she was filmed and was very brief with her signs/gestures. But after seeing other footages
where my dad (they were to be married that summer) filmed my mother at their hotel in
Hawaii for the honeymoon, she was the sole narrator in the film and went on to detail
their vacation and provide information on where they are staying and for what purposes.
That occurred repeatedly throughout the honeymoon reel and some additional reels of
just my parents and their friends showed my mother being very talkative and informative
when she was facing the camera. This told me plenty about the integral role of deaf
filmmakers in motivating and empowering other deaf people to be able to converse to the
camera as the “eye” is watching and understanding what they would say.

This is a powerful function and connection between the filmmaker and their
“subjects,” something that have not been realized before in any particular scholarship on
film. It was gratifying for me to see the connection through my mother as her father never
really learned any signs and usually make funny faces and gestures to his deaf daughters
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which were obviously reciprocated using the same. For me as a deaf person, if a hearing
stranger attempted to film me I would probably resort to a few basic gestures such as
“thumbs up” or “peace” so that contrasts with deaf strangers who I have replied back in
real language such as introducing myself or commenting about the event in question. This
is a legit area of research and further inquiry as we consider the relationship between the
filmmakers and their subjects. For example, I worked extensively in the Midwest for four
years as a field interviewer for the Sign Language Research Laboratory at Georgetown
University to gather data of different and to administer some tests related to sign
language variations. At the onset, I established friendly relations with potential deaf
subjects and were quickly invited to their houses to conduct interviews. Oftentimes I had
lunches or dinners with them after the interview that afforded me with a deeper insight
into who they were beyond the mandates of my assignment which was a genuinely rich
experience for me. I am not able to imagine similar scenario occurring if a researcher was
hearing and knew minimal to no sign language. They would not be afforded the same
replies that I received as outsiders and full breadth of information may not be as available
to them.

The deaf cultural eyes and presence of deaf filmmakers is a definite indicator of
their ability to obtain information from their peers and to add much more meaning to the
documentation process regardless of their skill level as filmmakers. This kind of
perspective certainly will add to the debate on research ethics and perspectives on the
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meaning of modes of production when deaf people, amateurs to professionals, can be
directly involved in the documentation process with their own peers.

Gender Roles in Home Movie Making
This was discovered through constant engagement with my data as I was
identifying the values and motives of the filmmakers. In my observations, I couldn’t help
but to notice how adult family members filmed each other when they had narrated
moments as I noticed a pattern of alternating roles between the husband and wife in being
the narrator so the question “who was shooting the footages” came up. From the
patriarchal perspective, especially if we considered the assessment based on Krauel’s
work and the eras these films were made during, it was easy to assume that men usually
assumed the role of the documenting process but within familial units it became less
obvious. What became so obvious was while watching the men (or husbands) narrate
which made me realize it was the wives that assisted in the creative production of their
family life. The cameras back then did not have an auto option as it had to be manually
operated by a toggle at all time. The women had a huge hand in being the filmmaker in
their family productions and I was able to see them narrate as well.

I was also informed that the Jacobs’ wife was the primary creative spark in their
family creations as she planned and captured different scripted moments to highlight the
purpose for capturing these moments. One example can be seen through their family
vacation planning when the couple decided to make a film announcing their vacation
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plans to their daughters. Leo was the narrator to his daughters and the wife was operating
the camera although the production and recording of events were mostly her idea. This
gave me further consideration about the dynamics of the filmmaking relationship as they
were validated in other collections when I started to notice instances of roles being
alternated especially when the locations and events were exactly the same. We could
understand how roles were alternated in order to be inclusive and complimentary of each
other. To complement this a bit, I also spotted a moment in the Arellano collection
(Ar18_House and Lot) where the father posed with his three young children and
instructed them to wave to the camera and their mother who were filming.

For me I think this raises a lot of potential questions for future research to be
picked up on this in order to study the dynamics of family filmmaking. Who were the
creative lead? What roles were assumed for what moments? How does this challenge or
bring new light to previously held beliefs about gender roles? I am not going to attempt to
answer or go in depth, but I do hope this can be picked up eventually by others as more
people become engaged in the study of this artifact of the deaf. This is the great thing
about uncovering our artifacts even ones the deaf didn’t realize belonged to them one
way or another.

Conclusion
In closing, I want to address the tensions of building an archive that we can utilize
to appreciate different meanings and messages these deaf made home movies possess.
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Given the private nature of these collections it will be extremely difficult to simply build
a public archive or website to allow for more access to these collections, and to consider
how they will not be commoditized for the wrong reasons or for different means to
others’ ends like Bendix suggested about the search and chase for authenticity. For me, I
believe that education comes first to conduct outreach activities about the existence of
home movies as artifacts belonging to the families. The more awareness that were made
on home movies, the more conscious individuals and community members will be about
whether these objects existed in their possessions. If they are made aware about home
movies, they are more likely to start searching for their own if they know any existed or
consciously discovering them as they rummage through their storages or hidden away
spaces.

If family or community members actually discover or rediscover their own
artifacts, they would now be more educated about ensuring they are protected and
possibly shared with the proper people like myself who could direct them to the right
sources for digitization of these films so they can view the contents from within. When
they are afforded the opportunity to see documentations of their past, they will begin to
reconnect with their histories and perhaps gain more appreciation and love for their own
familial or communal spaces and the people involved. They need to reconnect with their
artifacts and the context that were stored on them. When this is made possible, they will
begin to consider different meanings (and affect) about their objects and the historical
purpose or significance of these films. They may start to make conversations about what
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they knew or have forgotten about. The more discourse made about these documented
moments will certain pave the way for a better mode of understanding of appreciation of
the work their beloved ones undertook to preserve their moments in history.

For me it brings renewed hope that this project will address and fast-forward the
long-term need for utilizing a more complete multifaceted (or interdisciplinary) method
for preserving, processing, and analysis of home movies or folklife films so that we can
evaluate these objects as empirically, or as thickly as possible, to borrow from Geertz. By
unlocking and un-orphaning deaf made home movies as part of a larger revitalization and
preservation efforts this project is my gift to all generations of deaf people from the past,
present and the future.
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INVENTORY OF FILMS IN GEORGETOWN COLLECTION

Collection: Arrellano
Reel/File#
Box#
1R
N/A
2R
N/A
3R
N/A
4R
N/A
5R
N/A
5R
N/A
6R
N/A
7R
N/A
8R
N/A
9R
N/A
10R
N/A
11R
N/A
11R
N/A
12R
N/A

# of films
29
Container type
Film type
Footage
Yellow Kodak Box
Regular 8mm
Yellow Kodak Box
Regular 8mm
Yellow Kodak Box
Regular 8mm
Yellow Kodak Box
Regular 8mm
Yellow Kodak Box
Regular 8mm
Yellow Kodak Box
Regular 8mm
Yellow Kodak Box
Regular 8mm
Yellow Kodak Box
Regular 8mm
Yellow Kodak Box
Regular 8mm
Yellow Kodak Box
Regular 8mm
Yellow Kodak Box
Regular 8mm
Yellow Kodak Box
Regular 8mm
Yellow Kodak Box
Regular 8mm
Yellow Kodak Box
Regular 8mm

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

3:27
3:23
3:00
3:35
1:50
1:39
3:16
3:15
3:53
3:10
4:10
0:29
3:49
3:50

13R
14R
15R

N/A
N/A
N/A

Yellow Kodak Box
Regular 8mm
Yellow Kodak Box
Regular 8mm
Yellow Kodak Box
Regular 8mm

50
50
50

3:53
3:34
2:47

16R
17R

N/A
N/A

Yellow Kodak Box
Regular 8mm
Yellow Kodak Box
Regular 8mm

50
50

4:30
5:45

18R

N/A

Yellow Kodak Box
Regular 8mm

50

3:20

19R

N/A

Yellow Kodak Box
Regular 8mm

50

3:52

20R

N/A

Yellow Kodak Box
Regular 8mm

50

3:20

21R
22R

N/A
N/A

Yellow Kodak Box
Regular 8mm
Yellow Kodak Box
Regular 8mm

50
50

3:35
3:35

23R

N/A

Yellow Kodak Box
Regular 8mm

50

3:36

24R

N/A

Yellow Kodak Box
Regular 8mm

50

3:23

25S
26S

N/A
N/A

Yellow Kodak Box
Super 8mm
Yellow Kodak Box
Super 8mm

50
50

2:52
2:54

27S
28S
29S

N/A
N/A
N/A

Yellow Kodak Box
Super 8mm
Yellow Kodak Box
Super 8mm
Yellow Kodak Box
Super 8mm

50
50
50

2:43
2:54
2:02
101:21

Box#
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

# of films
Container
type
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Collection: Krauel
Reel/File#
Need labeling

Minutes

Title
Year(s)
Arellano Wedding 4 April 1959 1
1959
Arellano wedding 4 April 1959 2
1959
Victor Jr 2nd Birthday
Car Racing and Victor Jr 6th Birthday
Victor Jr Baptistized and Out into Juarez 1
Victor Jr Baptistized and Out into Juarez 2
Victor Jr's First Birthday
Leticia's 2nd Birthday
Leticia's Seconf Birthday
Leticia's First Birthday
Mazathan 1
Mazathan Y El Paso Y Mi Casa (Backward)
Mazathan Y El Paso Y Mi Casa 2
Torren
Azcarate, Aeropurto International Y Victor
Jr Leticia
DF Oaxteplic Fiesta of Santa Fe 1974
1974
Bantizo De Lety 1962
1962
Victor Jr Tiene 5 Anos de Festepado
Cumpleano 1965
1965
Chimayo NMSD Gaby's first Birthday
Primer Ano Cumpleano De Gabriel 18
March 1971 Pasua En Santa Fe Y Victor Jr
Go Indian
1971
Angelina First Birthday Party Y Trip to Las
Vegas New Mexico 1974
1974
Carlsbad Cavern Cubriendo Nieve Juarez
Y ICDA in Santa Fe 1968
1968
Padre Walsh Juarey Y El Paso Visitation &
Victor Leticia Ivonna Y Luisa Dia Sab Huan
Boutista 1968
1968
Trip to Mexico
Convention in Albuquerque and El PasoDeaf of Juarez and El Paso and Letty's
Birthday
Aug 12 1983 Dance, Indian of Sta Clara,
School for the Deaf
1983
Letty's Graduation Party at Home #2 5-2481
1981
Letty's Graduation 5-27-81
1981
Victor's Graduation and People invited to
home May 25 1980
1980
Letty's Graduation and church 1981
1981
Keystone Hotel (movie)

28
Film type
16mm
16mm
16mm
16mm
16mm
16mm
16mm
16mm
16mm
16mm
16mm
16mm
16mm
16mm
16mm
16mm
16mm
16mm
16mm
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Footage

Minutes
1:41
60
1:40
0:58
0:24
0:59
0:20
9:39
3:23
4:20
1:01
0:34
2:46
4:17
3:37
2:59
0:22
2:13
5:18

Title
Introducing Krauel
FULL- Tape
_.mov
Banquet
Bus from Queenstown to Niagara
Charter Grant Celebration
City Hall- Toronto
Illinois Aluni Assoc 1929
Indiana School for the Deaf
ISD Bicenntiental
Kannappell Signing
Lincoln Cemetery
New Sale Village
NFSD 1939
NFSD in Missouri 1935
Niagara Falls
Old Timers
Orange Walk
Parade?

Year(s)

1939
1929
1936

1939
1935

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

16mm
16mm
16mm
16mm
16mm
16mm
16mm
16mm
16mm

1:16
1:26
0:53
0:55
1:07
0:31
3:20
0:23
1:14
1497:36:00

Collection: Bahan
Reel/File#
Box#
1
Striped Bag
2
Striped Bag

# of films
53
Container type
Film type
Black Metal Can
16mm
Yellow Kodak Box
16mm

Footage
50
50

3
4

Striped Bag
Striped Bag

Yellow Kodak Box
16mm
Brown Metal Can
16mm

50
400

5
6
7

Striped Bag
Striped Bag
Striped Bag

Brown Metal Can
16mm
Yellow Kodak Box
16mm
Yellow Kodak Box
16mm

400
50
50

8
9
10

Striped Bag
Striped Bag
Striped Bag

Silver Metal Can
16mm
Yellow Kodak Box
16mm
Yellow Kodak Box
16mm

400
50
50

11

Striped Bag

Teal Metal Can16mm

400

12

Striped Bag

Teal Metal Can16mm

400

13

Striped Bag

Yellow Kodak Box
16mm

50

Minutes

Title
Year(s)
2:54 Sailboat Jack Alone
1948
3:22 GE Shop
1943-1964
Christmas 1966, Snowblow, Hal and Ben
2:51 Ball
1966, 1967, 1968
11:01 Jack Adams Race, Sailboat
1946-1949
Wedding-Eleanor Westervelt, New Lawn
10:43 Mower
1950
2:51 Rowboat, Thanksgiving, Christmas 1962
1962
2:56 Christmas 1963
1963
Jill Baby-July and October, March-July
11:05 1955
1954, 1955
2:48 Christmas 1965, Trenton, Jill's Birthday
1965, 1966
2:48 Wedding, 3 Weeks After
N/A
Jill and Hal in Long Island and Asbury Park,
11:01 BJ born, Christmas 1956
1956
Benjamin, Christmas 1957, Spring 1958,
Summer 1958, Fall 1958, Jill Birthday
15:04 1959, Aunt Loretta's Boat Summer 1959
1957-1959
Christmas 1963, Boots Bath, Christmas
4:02 1964
1963, 1964

Benjims Birthday, Christmas 1959,
Jill_Ben_Jan Boat-LI, Westervelts-Fire
Island, Fire Island, Jill-Ballet-purple,
Trampoline, Benjim Birthday, Christmas
1960, Hegamans-Snowstorm, Easter 1960Hagamans, North Plole, Lake George,
11:28 Twins-Pool, Fire Island
94:54

14

Striped Bag

Teal Metal Can16mm

400

Reel/File#
1
2

Box#
Leather Bag
Leather Bag

Container
type
Film type
Blue/White Plastic
Super 8mm
Tan Metal CanSuper 8mm

Footage
50
400

3

Leather Bag

Blue Metal CanSuper 8mm

400

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Leather Bag
Leather Bag
Leather Bag
Leather Bag
Leather Bag
Leather Bag
Leather Bag
Leather Bag
Leather Bag
Leather Bag
Leather Bag
Leather Bag

White Plastic Can
Super 8mm
Blue/White Plastic
Super 8mm
Blue/White Plastic
Super 8mm
Blue/White Plastic
Super 8mm
Red/White Plastic
Super 8mm
Blue/White Plastic
Super 8mm
Red/White Plastic
Super 8mm
Blue/White Plastic
Super 8mm
Blue/White Plastic
Super 8mm
Blue/White Plastic
Super 8mm
Blue/White Plastic
Super 8mm
No Cover
Super 8mm

400 (minus some)
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
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Plane toys created by 11yr old boy
Sail across Lake Ontario
Steamer Cayagua
Steps at a House
Storefront- Chatting
Storefront
Toronto's Centre Island games-pageant
Wax Exhibit
Wonder Castle

Minutes

1959, 1960

Title
Year(s)
2:56 Christmas 1979
1979
22:28 Untitled-Bahan Family Events
N/A
1968- Vermont_School Halloween,
Christmas 1968, 1969- Broh(?) Beach,
Hoffman Home 1969, Jill-Outboard Motor,
Christmas 1969, Easter 1970, Snow-Jill's
Shovel, 1970-Jill's Suprise party (16 years
23:48 old)
1968, 1969, 1970
Megan-Christmas 1985, Visit to Cresskill
Spring 1986, Stephen's 2nd Birthday partyJune 1986, Megan in Wading pool in the
background-In Wakins Pool-Summer 1986,
Megan Helping Daddy Spring 1987,
Summer 1987-Megan_Stephen_Jeffrey M.
on swings and pool, Daddy Working on
Porch, Megan Pushing Bobby's Cariage in
17:05 backyard, Megan on Tricycle
1985, 1986, 1987
3:21 1974 Willow Run, (hard to read writing)
1974
3:22 Untitled
N/A
3:06 Christmas 1978, Brandy Snow
1978
3:04 Christmas 1973
1973
2:57 1974 Gallaudet College Part One, Football
1974
3:20 April 1972 School Show
1972
3:00 Airport 1
N/A
2:53 1976 Lower School
1976
3:03 1973 Boston Whaler Boat
1973
3:00 Untitled
N/A
3:04 Untitled
N/A

16
17

Leather Bag
Leather Bag

Blue/White Plastic
Super 8mm
Blue/White Plastic
Super 8mm

50
50

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Leather Bag
Leather Bag
Leather Bag
Leather Bag
Leather Bag
Leather Bag
Leather Bag
Leather Bag
Leather Bag
Leather Bag

Blue/White Plastic
Super 8mm
Red/White Plastic
Super 8mm
Blue/White Plastic
Super 8mm
Blue/White Plastic
Super 8mm
Blue/White Plastic
Super 8mm
Yellow Kodak Box
Super 8mm
Silver/Red Kodak
Super
Box8mm
Yellow Kodak Box
Super 8mm
Yellow Kodak Box
Super 8mm
Yellow Kodak Box
Super 8mm

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

28

Leather Bag

Yellow Kodak Box
Super 8mm

50

29

Leather Bag

Yellow Kodak Box
Super 8mm

50

30

Leather Bag

Yellow Kodak Box
Super 8mm

50

31
32
33

Leather Bag
Leather Bag
Leather Bag

Teal Metal Cover
Regular 8mm 300
No Cover
Regular 8mm 50
Blue Plastic Regular 8mm 50

34
35
36
37
38
39

Leather Bag
Leather Bag
Leather Bag
Leather Bag
N/A
N/A

Yellow Kodak Box
Regular 8mm
Yellow Kodak Box
Regular 8mm
Blue Plastic Super 8mm
Gray Plastic Can
Super 8mm
Yellow Kodak Box
Super 8mm
Yellow Kodak Box
Super 8mm

Collection: Supalla
Reel/File#
1
2
3

Box#
N/A
N/A
N/A

# of films
10
Container type
Film type
Footage
Box
Regular 8mm
Box
Regular 8mm
Box
Regular 8mm

50
50
50
200
50
50

1972- August Niagara Falls, Camp,
3:09 Haganans, Bahan
1972
2:58 1976 Gallaudet Parade and Football
1976
1971 Brown's Pool Part 2, Brokhaven
3:06 Beach
1971
3:06 1977 Brandy and Boots, Brokhaven Beach
1977
2:56 (hard to read writing) 25th Anniversary
N/A
3:00 1970 Untitled
1970
3:03 1974 Gallaudet College Football
1974
3:14 Untitled
N/A
3:05 1969 June (hard to read) Wedding
1969
3:08 1976 Gallaudet College Football
1976
3:16 August 1981 Chrysler Boat
1981
3:11 1971 Ben 6hp Outboard Motor
1971
1977 Christmas, Ben_Jill_Brandy (and hard
3:12 to read)
1977
Christmas 1974, Snow Feb 12 1975, GC
3:10 from Boys
1974, 1975
Christmas 1976, Easter, Cairn Terrier, April
3:10 1977
1976, 1977
Birthday Party, Apple Tree, My First
Picture-Jill at Robbins-Collie Dog (Rest
15:45 hard to read)
1958, 1959, 1960
3:28 Untitled
N/A
1:41 Untitled
N/A
1960-61 Snow, Children Spring 1961,
3:28 Northern Rally Club
1960, 1961
5:10 Cape Cod 1963, Bear Mountain
1963
3:09 O'Grady
N/A
5:50 MKSD 1974
1974
3:05 Shivland_Nov 1977
1977
2:56 Xmas and Gally 1975
1975
191:43

Minutes
13:22
11:40
12:05

4 N/A
5 N/A
6 N/A

Box
Box
Box

Regular 8mm
Regular 8mm
Regular 8mm

5:52
13:22
13:22

7 N/A

Box

Regular 8mm

17:04

8 N/A
9 N/A
10 N/A

Box
Box
Box

Regular 8mm
Regular 8mm
Regular 8mm

Collection: Spanbauer
Reel/File#
Box#
1 N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

# of films
1
Container type
Film type
Footage
DVD Box
Regular 8mm DVD
N/A
Regular 8mm
N/A
Regular 8mm
N/A
Regular 8mm
N/A
Regular 8mm
N/A
Regular 8mm
N/A
Regular 8mm
N/A
Regular 8mm
N/A
Regular 8mm
N/A
Regular 8mm
N/A
Regular 8mm
N/A
Regular 8mm
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20:52
16:56
124:35

Minutes
1:00:00
15:51
1:33
0:50
3:13
0:45
3:37
1:39
1:42
2:46
1:14
0:49
1:00:00

Title
Farming in Minnesota #2
Farming in Minnesota #1
Minnesota Christmas_Home_1952-1956
Childhood of Steve, Ted, and David in
Minnesota
Childhood of Steve, Ted, and David 1956
Family Good Times 1963-1967
Washington State 1956?_Lucas Family
Reunion
The American Flag_David Supalla_Feb 21
1981
1962
1956 to 1966 Christmas

Year(s)

Title
Pauline (FULL)
Deaf News Illinois (FULL)
At the Lake
Baby Pauline Meets her Sister
Dancing-Mother's Bday
Father's Mangolia Tree
Houses and Cars
Message from President of IAD
Pauline and Mom and Birthday
Sam Voto's Europe Trip
Santa Claus
Wedding Anniversary

Year(s)

1952-1956

1956
1963-1967
1956?
1981
1962
1956-1966

1957

Collection: Jacobs
Reel/File#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Box#
Box1
Box1
Box1
Box1
Box1
Box1
Box1
Box1
Box1
Box1
Box1
Box1
Box1
Box1
Box1
Box1
Box1

# of films
102
Container
type
Film type
A (Brown can) Regular 8mm
A (Brown can) Regular 8mm
A (Brown can) Regular 8mm
A (Brown can) Regular 8mm
A (Brown can) Regular 8mm
A (Brown can) Regular 8mm
A (Brown can) Regular 8mm
A (Brown can) Regular 8mm
A (Brown can) Regular 8mm
A (Brown can) Regular 8mm
Blue plastic can
Regular 8mm
Blue plastic can
Regular 8mm
Blue plastic can
Regular 8mm
B (olive can) Regular 8mm
B (olive can) Regular 8mm
B (olive can) Regular 8mm
B (olive can) Regular 8mm

18

Box1

B (olive can) Regular 8mm 300

24:43

19

Box1

B (olive can) Regular 8mm 300

28:20

20

Box1

B (olive can) Regular 8mm 300

27:25

21

Box1

B (olive can) Regular 8mm 300

24:08:00

22

Box1

B (olive can) Regular 8mm 300

24:41

23

Box1

B (olive can) Regular 8mm 300

25:10

24

Box1

B (olive can) Regular 8mm 300

23:51

25

Box1

B (olive can) Regular 8mm 300

26:03

26

Box2

C (gray can) Regular 8mm 300

27

Box2

C (gray can) Regular 8mm 250

28

Box2

C (gray can) Regular 8mm 300

29

Box2

C (gray can) Regular 8mm 300

30

Box2

C (gray can) Regular 8mm 300

31

Box2

C (gray can) Regular 8mm 300

Footage
175
100
300
175
300
300
300
100
175
300
200
175
125
200
250
200
300

32

Box2

C (gray can) Regular 8mm 300

33

Box2

C (gray can) Regular 8mm 250

34

Box2

C (gray can) Regular 8mm 200

Video Number
Missing
Missing
Missing
Missing

Box#
Box2
Box2
Box2
Box2

Container
type
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Film type
Super 8mm
Super 8mm
Super 8mm
Super 8mm
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Footage
400
400
400
400

Minutes
15:56
10:53
19:03
15:04
17:31
16:12
15:38
7:49
14:07
17:34
18:53
12:40
12:06
23:34
21:47
14:22
24:37

Title
Year(s)
Jacobs Movietone News
1943-1944
Here & There around the Bay
Vacation trip Summer 1944
1944
My Visits to Los Angeles
Cross-Country (1946) I
1946
Cross-Country (1946) II
1946
Cross-Country (1946) III
1946
Cross-Country (1946) IV
1946
Summer Interlude - 1947
1947
Summer Doings -1948 1948
CSD I
CSD II
Random Shots of CSD
A Letter from Leo
The Wandering Teacher I
The Wandering Teacher II
Road to Mexico
Christmas Trek to Washington DC
produced by Leo M. Jacobs Date 1/22/55
1955
Cinerama Holiday (in Miniature) produced
by Leo M. Jacobs Part I Date 10/1/55
1955
Cinerama Holiday (in Miniature) produced
by Leo M. Jacobs Part II Date 10/1/55
1955
DOT and I produced by Leo M. Jacobs Part
I Date 9/25/56
1956
DOT and I produced by Leo M. Jacobs Part
II Date 9/25/56
1956
DOT and I produced by Leo M. Jacobs Part
III Date 9/25/56
1956
Sheila and Us produced by Dot & Leo
Jacobs Date 7/10/58
1958
Lisa Joins Us produced by Dot & Leo
Jacobs Date 1959-1960
1959-1960

The Jacobs Saga produced by Dot & Leo
27:01:00 Jacobs Part I Date 1960-1961
The Jacobs Saga produced by Dot & Leo
19:12 Jacobs Part II Date 1961-1963
The Jacobs Saga produced by Dot & Leo
26:37 Jacobs Part III Date 1963-1964
The Jacobs Saga produced by Dot & Leo
Jacobs Part IV Date 1964 (Centennial
25:05 Reunion)
The Jacobs Saga produced by Dot & Leo
Jacobs Part V Date 1964-1965 (II23:12 Centennial Reunion)
The Trip East to Attend Second Math
29:00 Institute Summer 1965

1960-1961
1961-1963
1963_1964

1964

1964-1965
1965

Events 1965-1967 *** Vic's Going-away
Party, Neighborhood Play, Lisa's Seventh
Birthday, Tour of Universal Studio, Lil's &
Bob's Home, Sheila's Return from Camp,
Visiting Hearst Castle, Visiting Solvang,
Haloween 1967, Sheila's Tenth B.D., Xmas
25:17 Carolers, 1967
1965-1967
Trip to Riverside, Spring 1969 +++Mom's
and Dad's 40th Anniversary Reception,
Durham, N.C., Dec 28, 1969 +++ Lisa &
19:08 Sheila in Swim Races 1970
1969
The Addition to, and the Remodeling of Our
13:24 Home, 1966--1967
1966-1967
690:03

Minutes

Title
Europe I
Europe II
Europe III
Abroad--1973 Part I

Year(s)

1973

Missing
35
36
37
38
39

Box2
Box2
Box2
Box2
Box2
Box2

Super 8mm
Super 8mm
Super 8mm
Super 8mm
Super 8mm
Super 8mm

400
350
200
275
400
400

18:51
9:14
15:45
24:00
21:17

Box3
Box3
Box3
Box3
Box3
Box3
Box3
Box3
Box3
Box3
Box3
Box3
Box3
Box3
Box3
Box3
Box3
Box3
Box3
Box3
Box3
Box3
Box3
Box3
Box3
Box3

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

Super 8mm
Super 8mm
Super 8mm
Super 8mm
Super 8mm
Super 8mm
Super 8mm
Super 8mm
Super 8mm
Super 8mm
Super 8mm
Super 8mm
Super 8mm
Super 8mm
Super 8mm
Super 8mm
Super 8mm
Super 8mm
Super 8mm
Super 8mm
Super 8mm
Super 8mm
Super 8mm
Super 8mm
Super 8mm
Super 8mm

350
200
400
400
400
400
350
150
400
400
400
400
200
400
400
400
400
350
400
400
400
400
150
400
400
400

21:24
9:51
26:33
25:11
22:56
25:35
20:16
8:41
21:37
25:25
24:27
20:23
11:28
22:58
19:59
21:56
24:05
21:30
26:18
25:48
23:05
23:54
9:40
25:48
23:25
21:56

66
67
68

Box3
Box3
Box3

N/A
N/A
N/A

Super 8mm
Super 8mm
Super 8mm

175
250
300
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Abroad--1973 Part II
Mexico 1974 Part I
Mexico 1974 Part II
Exploring Dot's Family Tree -- 1972
Milestones 1971--1974
Milestones August, 1975--July, 1976

Russian Adventure Tour 1976 Part I
Russian Adventure Tour 1976 Part II
Caribbean Cruise- 1977 Part I
Caribbean Cruise- 1977 Part II
Orient Dream Tour 1978 Part I
Orient Dream Tour 1978 Part II
Orient Dream Tour 1978 Part III
Orient Dream Tour 1978 Part IV
Milestones: May 1977 to Nov 1979
Milestones: 1980
This is India (one orange dot) (1980)
This is India (two orange dots)
This is India (three orange dots)
Europe-1981 (one orange dot) (1981)
Europe-1981 (two orange dots)
Europe-1981 (three orange dots)
China Experience 1 (1982)
China Experience 2
China Experience 3
Down Under (1983) I
Down Under (1983) II
Down Under (1983) III
Down Under (1983) IV
This is Kenya (1984) I
This is Kenya (1984) II
This is Kenya (1984) III
A Glimpse of the American Keesings 10:04 1986 (Xmas 1985)
14:10 Farewell to 1021 Leo Way
15:55 South America (to Peru only)-March 1987
683:25

1973
1974
1974
1972
1971-1974
1975-1976
1976
1976
1977
1977
1978
1978
1978
1978
1977-1979
1980
1980
1981
1981
1981
1982

1983
1983
1983
1983
1984
1984
1984
1985-1986
1987
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